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You're a corporate librarian. 
Obviously, yoti're in  it far ibi !  glory. 
You're an LirsLinG hero. Working behind the sce~es to make yocr organization a success. But you deserve a l itt le recog- 
nition, too. How do you get i t? By usiiig Northern Light as your first search oprion so y c ~ l  can deliver better i~fcrrnat ion 
faster and under budget. We combine a free, i~ tu l t ive iy  organized web search with a truly affordable, proprietary Special 
Coilection'"of over 5,000 authoritative jcumals, trade publications, databases and newswifes. Cail us a t  80C-419-4222 
or simply iog or: at  www.niseauch.com. Get more search power for less. Meei; deadlines and budgets. Let the irneiight shine. 
4,000 ENTRIES AT YOUR 
Contains detailed entries of the 
serial publications scanned for 
inclusior, in the INSPEC Database. 
Tne main Bs: of some 4,000 en:lies 
is sorted -under ,W ti:le. Each entry 
ir,clxies: the abbreviated title, 
CODEN, ISSN, publisher's address, 
coverage dates, 2.d where appro- 
priate, any change ~XI title. It also 
provides the frequency of prrbiicz- 
tion the BIDSC shelf number 
for each title. Lrdexes by CODEN, 
ISSN, abbrevizted title a ~ d  country/ 
of publication, and cross refcr- 
ences to variation in title are also 
featured. Of spesid cote, approxi- 
mate$ 1,000 joixnds are 
"abstracted compietely" for the 
Database and are indiczted as 
such. 
Con3ines the contro2ed irrdexirg 
systems of boC? l,NSPEC and PEIYS 
fies ard incorporates new devel- 
opmer,ts in terminology Each 
INSPEC record is *.dexed using 
cor;_trolled terns from the 
Theszurus, =aking this a p o w e f i  
search aid. 
Provides the per'lod of use of each 
si~sification entry and, where 
appropriate, indicates ccdes that 
shodd be used w h e ~  sexcbjng 
the database for references prior 
to that d a t e . h  kxkx to the 
scheme, contai&g over 2,000 
entries, :oms an i r t e g ~ z  pa< of 
the pz:3'licztion. 
User Doeunnearotion Puckagc, 
S a ~ e  S50 when  yo^^ prchase all 
three UserAids Publications at . 
the discounted package price. i 
I 
I 
To order 1 m 8 8 8 m 4 3 8 m 2 5  1 7 
ir the US 
3 T  1-732-417-9575 
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rr.onC?ly, award-winriirlg pttblication of the Spe- 
cial Libraries Association, 1700 Eighteenth 
Street, hiNN Vv'aslhington CC 20009-2514 Tel 
1-202-234-4790, ext. 544 4 Fax 1-202-265- 
9317 e-nail: nagzzine:e@sia.org. 
Speciai Libraries Association zss'mes no respns- 
S3ty io: fne sstments arld opiniom advanced by 
the cccnhiS.~tors to the association's publicatioc. 
Editorial views do not necessariiy represent h e  
cfficiai pcsitioe of tlke Special Libraries Association. 
Subscriptions (f998 rates]: S'arldxd Subscriptior, 
$75 US.; $90 r:m-US. Skgle issues (January 
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mppiies Last. S r n s  for ttijssing issues must be 
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or because ;u: issu.e is "missing kom Cle Bes." A 
copy of the mdkng lab21 a d o r  the su:3sc&er 
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Refund Poficje Ece to the a s t  of processir,g a 
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tiors, IrJoimc~tiun Out!ooke, Special Libraries 
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ington, CC 26009-2514, 3SA. Periodicais post- 
age paid a: Washingon, EC and at additicnal 
mailicg oEces. 
Advertising: Acce$ance of an advertisemefit does 
not imply en~orsement of the product by the 
Special Libwries Association. For 1998 advert& 
icg rate cards or ather advertisiig information, 
culltad Kvizn Cohen at 1-30; -963-3622; fax: 1- 
301-869-8608; o: e-FA: viviae@ski.org. 
InJormatlbn Outkmka is 2 registered trademark 
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Material prokited by this copyright may be 
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9 8 Team Concepts for Emerging Organizational Architectures 
Linda McFadden and Kay Hubbard describe why teams are important to future 
organizational success. Learn about the ultimate potential of this new organizational 
dynamic. 
26 Outsoulring, teaming and Special Libraries: Threats and Opportunities 
The corporate trends of downsizing and reengineering that began in the 1980s 
profoundy affected corporate libraries. Doris Small HeIfer explains how special 
librarians can use these concepts to their advantage in today's business world. 
30 Finding Business Case Studies on the Web 
Jean Keleher shares some tips on how to find these vaiuable preliminary research 
tools. 
33 IFLA Conference 1998: On Crossroads of Information and Culture 
The sixty-fourth IFLA General Conference convened in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, 
August 16-2 Y , 1998, Read an overview of the successful international conference 
and about plms for next year's event. 
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ENGmEERWGJPWSXCAE SCIEMC- 
ES LIBRARIAN (Search Re-opened), 
Generai Library, University of California, 
Davis. Salary: Assistant Librarian I to :J 
($32,292 - $39,456), Appointnent rank 
and salary based on c-ju&fications and 
experience. Open imediately Responsi- 
b i i e s :  fix Engkeering/Physical Scienc- 
es Librarian delivers responsive, innova- 
tive inforna3m senices that support the 
needs of the university community work- 
ing in tile physical sciences and engineer- 
kg. Works co3aborativelji to develoy: &id 
coordinate coilections and services in as- 
signed mbjects, incIu&g dectronic re- 
sources. Primary subject responsibility 
will be computer science and electric2 
engineering, with Wo more areas to be 
chosen from aeronautid and medlani- 
al, civil engineering, or physics and ag- 
plied sciexe. Manages the print collec- 
tions in assigned areas, induding appro- 
priate and timely transi"ers to an off -s i~  
storage faciliq. Cultivates and mainrairs 
strong working relationships with f a d  
ty. Maintains an understinding of the re- 
search and teaching programs in as- 
sigxed areas. Develop an& delivers in- 
stmctional services in ensqeering and 
physical science disciplines. Shares in 
providing reference desk service (13-15 
hourslweekj, instmtion, ILL biblio- 
graphic verification, and database 
searches. Participates k: eiearonic deliv- 
ery of information to researchers and de- 
velops information sewices and produrn, 
including des ip  of web pages and ir- 
structional guides. Participates as a team 
menbe!: i-i the operation of the Physicai 
Sciences Library and in Ifbrary-wide rr- 
sponsil~iiities. Reports 'Lo the Head of the 
Physical Sciences Library. 2UALIFICA- 
TIONS: Gradzate degree ir, 1i'~rarianship 
from an AtA-accredited instiEtion ox its 
equivalent. Demonstrated interest k ssi/ 
tech topics via conrsework, intermhip, or 
experience. Fam3iaity with standard 
srrbject indexes and. major reference 
works ic engineering ac2 physic& sci- 
ences, both prkt ard electronic. ZxceUent 
and denlonstrated grasp of informatbn 
needs of scientists and engheers and of 
the application of information tecl~nolo- 
gies, including an mderstanding of 
trends. Excellent computer and Internet 
skilis and ability to use computers in 2 
neo~orked environme~t. Fan2iarity with 
dectronic infomation resources, inchd- 
ing those availaf?:le on C2e I~ternd.  S q e -  
rim oral and wrizen comC~nicz.tion 
skills and interpersond skills; excellent 
anaiytid md  organiza.lion2 skids. Dem- 
onstrated abiiity to contribute positiveiy 
in a coU@al, team enzZlrirorment. Ability 
to work independently md  coEaborative- 
iy, Abiliry to work effecthie$ wit5 coi- 
leases, students, famlty and sfGE in a 
rapidly chaghg, complex, and mlticuI- 
bra! entilonment. Demonstrated initia- 
tive and flexibility in adqting to change. 
Seong commitment to public service. 
Abiliq to develop md  deliver $miplize- 
related instructional sessions. Ability to 
perform work repking attention to d&il. 
Strong bibfiogaphic verLEcation skis.  
Desirable: academic background LI en@- 
ceaingjpl~ysks mdlor experience in pro- 
vidikg access ts scfiecf-: kfomation in an 
acaderdc resear& eviron~~:ent. Catabase 
swch  skis ,  pZicu1ady STN. KnowIedge 
of techrid report 3terature zLd ir,dexes. 
Applicants should send letter, resume, a d  
2 ~ e  names, adchesses, aid telephone 
n~mbers of thee references (L~cluding- 
current supervisor; 3: Sm&a A. iJeiia, 
Academic Personnel CoordLmor$ Peter 1. 
Shieids Library University oof Cdifornia, 
1CO North 'Nest Qmd D&s, CA 95616- 
5292 Phone: (530) 752-1 138 F a :  (530) 
752-6899. X?is position is covered 3y a 
collective bargaining agreement. Apli- 
cations received by januay 29: 1999 
wi3 be assured consideration. The Uni- 
versity of Cdifornia is ac  affirmative EC- 
tionleqrrz1 opppfi~nity employer. 
&x?:?n&~iB QG page 48 
Chemicd Abs3ait Sewices . . 24-25, 41 
w~r~:.cas.org 
The Diaiog Corporation . . . . . .  cover 4 
www.ddog.corz;, 
D G W ~ O R ~ S  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X  
i-,ttp://bis.do*ones.com 
EBSGO Subscription Services . . . . . .  .7 
- m & s c o . c m  
Grcve's Dictisnzries . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 6  
~w~,v.govea$.com 
Information Access . . . . . . . . . . . .  .32 
www.informzticnaccess.cam 
Inmagic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .1'7 
ww-w.inmag; 'C . com 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  INSPEC 2 
m , i e e . o r g . n k  
I n s t k ~ t e  for 
. . .  Scientific Znformatioc 8 ,38$  a v e r  3 
v ; w . i s i ~ e S . c o ~  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  LEXIS-NEXS cover 2 
v r w k x i s - n e x i s x ~ m  
? Northern Light Tezhnslegy . . . . . . . . .  , 
vrw.nIsearch.corr, 
. . . . . . . . . . .  Primary Source Media I I 
vmw.psmdia.com 
Frcceedi~~gs of the 
. . . .  Nationd Academy of Sciences . I 5  
www.pnas.org 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  RR Bewker . 1 2 , 3  7 
www.bowker.com 
This month's isme of Infomation Outlook focuses on the team. An ever-expanding stxxcture of busi- 
ness and productivity management, teams within a larger structure have become critical components t~ or- 
ganizational success. The trend advocates moving toward a team-based organization-meldiig depart- 
ments and individuaIs together to create new dimensions and resources witi?in an organization's structure. 
In the last five years, it seems that it is all about the team. In other words, motivating and enabling 
individuals to work together toward a common goal is paramount. In :he competitive work environ- 
ment that many of us work in bday, this perspective is not always a natural one. We have been work- 
ing under the auspices of you've got to look out for number one, and hoid on to your own ideas so oth- 
ers don't take credit. Yes, a sad commentary-yet more often than not, it is a-reality, 
In our profession, teamwork has always been a part of our doctrine. '&ether we are part of an orga- 
nkational team, a task force, or a process improvement team, a successM team is organized with the un- 
derstanding that the best people are working together toward a common goal w i t h  a framework of 
shared values. Linda McFadden and Kay Hubbard touch on this concept in their artide on page 18. 
Information professionals have held a service-provider role in many organizations, providing indi- 
viduals with information on an as needed basis, pushing information frcm various sonrces, and assist- 
ing with the verification or" information, More and more, I hear of members working as integral team 
members, attending client meetings, participating in upper-level management planning and brain- 
storming sessions, and serving as critical players in the decision-rnakkg process by providing the lat- 
est and most competitive information. I second that motion! We must get more into team efforts and 
out of our somewhat isolated icformation/IRC worlds. 
As your professional association, SLA is on your team to help you in your professiond success. As 
discussed in this issue, part of what makes a team is participation. In working for your success, we rely 
on the input and participation of you, the membership, to be a part of the SLA member services team. 
We need you to provide us with insights and comments. Tell us aboitlt the concepts and perceptions you 
are using or see ckianging in tiie part of the professional world in which you participate. We need you 
as an active member of the association's team so it can work smoothly and efficiently for you. 
Volunteerism in this busy world is sometimes read as a four letter word. A recent artlcle in the Associ- 
ation Forum of ChicagoZmd magazi~e, distributed by the American Society of Association Executives 
(ASP&), stated that, "The challenges executives face in the area of achieving quality volunteer involve- 
ment in associations today is formidable, and the steps they take to ensure that volunteerism continTtles 
to thrive are Wd." The twenty-four hours we have been given each day to do all thzt is necessary for 
survival, which eliminates at least six hours for sleeping (eight if you are really Zucky), can oftentimes 
not be even close to what we need to fulfill our personal and professional obligations. The tug-of-war 
that is played when associations attempt to secure time from member volunteers is not so much a battle 
of several associations in competition for members volunteer time; associations are competing with mem- 
bers lives. Finding time to juggle busy personal schedules while staying on top of professional appoint- 
ments and business agendas leaves little time, much less, desire, for volunteer activities. Many of us are 
hard pressed to find the time to volunteer for anything-save an energy zznsfusion. 
All of this is to say, that we at SLA value your time and thank all of you volunteers past, present, 
and FUTURE for your precious time and talents in making our SLA team thrive and work. We can't do 
it without you and we hope you feel the same way. 
Happy holidays and a most prosperous 1999! The Special Libraries 
Association-1909-1 999-Ninety Years of Putting Knowledge to Work. 
David R. Bender, Ph,D. Exectltive Director 
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and the Transportation and z- the Biomedical and Library 
bray  Management Divisions. Macagement Divisions. 
Janice DIuzynski was pro- WCCC~V@$ Award Assistant 
moted to vice president of the Anna Beth Crabtree, direc- C B ~ ~ ~ S S ~ @ R @ K  
information servkes division of tor. St. John's Eealth System, Barbara J. Ford was appoLnc- 
the American ak~ciiing Associa- Springfield. MO, is Cne recipient ed assistat commissioner k r  
tion (ATA) in tdexandria, VA. of the Barbara McDowell Award Centrai Library Services at the 
Prior to her proaotion, she wzs for Exceknce in Hospital ti- Chicago Pdblic Libray, Chicago, 
director of the Information Gen- brwianship. Presented by the IL. She w 3  be responsible for the 
ter at ATh. Her new responsi- Mid-continen21 Chapter of the adrkistration of ti?e Harold 
biiities will include overseeir.g Medid  Library Association, Washhgon 'h.T~r&rj Center Ithe 
the Economic Q StatisticaI the award is given to a librarian 
Axdysis Eepartment, Survey . in the Mid-continental Region 
Center, the Web Deveiopment (CQ, K§, MO, NE, SD, ST, and . ~ ~ z ~ A * ~ r r r A  .,a, 
Group, as well as the Informa- VZ) who has made significant 
lion Center. Dluzynski is con- contributions and developments ~ @ @ R c @  
vener of the Association ~nfcr- in the area of hos$t librarim- ti m A w ~ &  
mation Services Caucus and a ship. Crabtree is a member of The Art Lbrzrks Sock$ of 
member of the Illinois Chapter the St. Louis Chapter as we3 2s Korth America (ARLKDlA) &?- 
nooumd its 1998 Gerd ik$taehsiia 
Search a!! of <he Dictio-mryk 41,000 Highiighted cmss-references 
articles in their e~tirety and a12 within each articie to qilickly 
720,300 entries in the Idex- iocace relared information. 
search on headwords or azy of the 
30 miliion words in h e  text. Reguiai addit:or?s an6 qda:es - 
cewbibiiog:zphicai references, 
Ail c i  the original!y-commissioned new articles, and more. 
maps, site diagrams, and line 
drawings &a: appear in :he ?fiP.teG user s " ~ ~ o r t - - h e i ~  screens, a 
version of the Dichonmy- some 24-hour e-mail answer systeq 
750 iiiustrations. and toii-free customer service 
5,000t Links to coior images- Special disccznts on ansual 
access to web sites art and subscrip:ions for cwcers of the 
iliustrations chosen by our Editors prim Dictiorzary of Art. 
to complement the Dictisrzary's 
content. More are beicg added! 
Free Demo: www.grovearf.com 
Award, given x r ~ ~ ; ~ d y  in recog- 
nition of exceile~ce ts a ga&~zte  
pqer 3r project on a relevat 
topic to zt irt~rz6anship or visoual 
rescurces curatorship Each pa- 
per or project m ~ s t  be w&en 
d a k g  the precedhg eig!;lteen 
rtonths by a student erzoEed in: : 
largest pcbBc 1i'~rai-y bu3ding in 
the world) and its stdf of 350 
employees. Prior to her appeir.2- 
mect, Ford was director of Uni- 
versity k b r w j  Services at Vk- 
ginia C,omonwealth Uciversity 
in Richaond, Vh, sirice 1991. 
She is the inmediate past presi- 
dent of the imericac Library 
Associa5on { L A ) ,  and is an 
adive member of the Virginia 
Chapter an& Lihary Manage- 
nerL DiGivisior: of %in. 
zm zccre&ed gaduate library 
progam or in a o s t  M.L.S. pro- 
gram k a? Zskxy or related d&- 
c$lhe, k ccnjunctiorn ~'4th a 
come  assigmxnt. 3%- mr:~er ' 
' v v i  be av~zded a one y e a  m a -  
berspdp to ARUSKA, $209 in 
cash, a d  a $300 Zavel r e h -  
bursame~t to attend the 27t3 
AELEfiA &rral Conference LI 
iriirim~ver~ BG, or, M x &  25-31, 
1999. For xore !~fomtion?, 
con2d Jennifer L.S. Moldwk, 
&xi  of the Gerd kluehszm 
&fl:j~ged gr; pzge 9 
Primary comrnilnrcaIio:~s methods 
Paper 28% 
Electronic 72% 
Regulariy work wrth co-workers not In office 72% 
Diff cdty with number of messages received 45% 
D~Biculty with duplica& messages 43% 
Key Findings From "S, UK, Canada, Fortwe 'i000 ccmpanizs 
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!nd!sfn/ wem, fro:? p q e  6 business publishg, medidsci- 
A ~ a r 2  Committee at :, -3 13-833- entific publishing md educationd 
7929; e-mil: jmoldwL~@dia.org. publishinglprofessional training. 
lGrt KIuwet to iRW Announces 
Acquin Oarid dudaica Library 
Technofogies Outreach Program 
Wolters K h e r  announced The International Resack 
fhey hake entered into a definite and Exchange Board (IREX) re- 
agreement to acquire all out- cently announced that it Mliii 
sfmding shares cf Ovid Tech- launch the first of three phases of 
nologies on a PdZy dkted  basis the Judaica Library and Museum 
for approximately $200 miiiion. Outreach Program, which will fo- 
The acquisition of Ovid will pro- cus on training library and EU- 
vide Woiters Uuwer  wit:^ an op- seum managers frcrn Poland and 
portunity LC s~lilstantially accel- Ukraine in the development cf 
erate its electronic publishing public outreach and educatior, 
strategies i? the rnedid and sci- activities for ihek i?stitutions. 
erxific r:ariietplace. Ovid wil! re- F~nded by the Same1 H. Qess 
main a s+addone company, Foundation and the Lucius K. 
maintairiing existing manage- Littauer Foundation, the three 
ment withi? &e Wolters KLuwer tiered program will include as- 
International Sealthcare Divi- sessments of selected Polish and 
sion. Waiters Klwer is a multi- Ukrainian centers, internships ir. 
domestic pubiishing company the United States for specialists 
active in twenty-six countries, from Poland and Ukraine, and 
The compm-ies core activities in- development of World Wide Web 
dude Iegl md if pubblishing, pages for their institutions. 
DOCUMENT DELIVERY. World Wide Sources. Fast, Effi- 
cient, Inexpensive. Wenty-two years experience. Let us 
solve your research problems. CAROLIB. Phone (919) 929- 
487C. Fax (9!9) 933-1253. E-mail carolib@intrex.net. 
LOOK3NG FOR A C,ATALOGING PARTNER? The OCLC 
TechPro service offers customized cataloging and physical 
processing cf xateriais in all bibliographic formats and in 
many languzges at prices that can reduce overall cataloging 
costs. For detaiIs, cdl 1-800-848-5878, ext 4386 or e-maiI 
marcia_stout@cclc.org. 
RUSSHAN TO ENGLISH TRANSLATION G; EDITIhiG EI- 
Iict £3. Urdang MD, MA (In Russian). Scientific in general: 
medicice, psychiatry, Iife, sciences, ecology, petrdeum in- 
dustry, patent ma'leriak, law commercial, literary criticism, 
political, history, geography, education, etc. Translated 5 
books; sole translator of neurcscience journal. Academic, 
Susiness, government clients. For CV, details: (401) 274- 
2315. Pentizyn854@aol.com 
. the deadbe is Fe~mary 28, 
1999. Fcr more information, see 
the SLA web site (www.sla.org/ 
research/index.html) o- I contact 
Director, Research Ruth Arnold 
zt 1-202-234-4700: ext. 615. 
Telecommuting Fseus 
of Goldspiel Grant 
"Using Information in the 
Virtual Office: How Special Li- 
braries are Serving Telecommut- 
ers" was the title of the presen- 
tation given by 1997 Steven I. Sm Sfaft % M k f &  
Goldspiel recipient Claire R. into "ofd rimer's $h$" 
McInemey at the Goldspiel Me- SLA starT members Maurice 
morial Research Fund presenta- Xar& Stacey Mdimgren, and 
tion and reception during the Michaei Wr@t recently were in- 
SLA 89th Annual Conference in ducted in@ SLA's Old Ther's 
Indianapolis, IN, this past June. Club i~ recognition for five years 
The purpose of the Goldspiel of staff service to the association. 
Fund is to support projects that SLA Resident Suzi Hayes pre- 
promote research on and ad- sented each with a gft  of appre- 
vancement of library sciences. ciation during the hnual Board 
Application materials for the Meethg held at %A headquar- 
1999 grant are now available; ters on October 21, 1998. 
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During the summer 1998, i had the op- 
pomnity to visit and work wXz staff of a 
special library in Hanoi, Vietnam. The 
Southeast Asia Institute library is a smail Ii- 
brary with holdings of roughly 40,000 vol- 
umes. Estabiished in 1973, the institute is a 
government agecg within t3e National 
Center far the Sociai Sciences t52t supports 
the research interests of govercment em- 
ployees as we3 as other researchers inter- 
ested in Southeast Asia, The Iibrav is 
housed among several smail offices withk 
one of the institute buildings. %vo of the 
offices provide space for s ~ f f  to make data 
entries and keep track of &e journal sub- 
scriptions housed within the li'irary. One 
room serves as a reference area. 
The iibrary collection provides iaforma- 
3on related to Cle culture, history, and ge- 
ography of each of the nations in Southeast 
Asia. Although the Iibrary has something of 
an academic focus, its staff dearly meets 
the definition of "special librarian." The in- 
stitute Iibray supports the staff of the 
Southeast Asia Ins5tute. Its users see it as 
a vital part of their overdl missior, provid- 
ing infomation to d l  leveis of the instiste. 
Even though in a commnist regime, mon 
decisions are top down and there is a need 
for accurzte inforrnatioza, 
In addition to Director Cao Mhh Chong, 
an historian, the iibray employs seven 512- 
time staff members who assist visitors to the 
library as weQ as perform other fmctions. 
Unf~rtunateiy, none of the Iibrary stdf kave 
formal education or trzinhg ir: ribray sci- 
ence; however, they are eager to make the ii- 
bray a very pleasant place b visit, em- 
ployees x e  selected bzsed on their kriowl- 
edge of either a Southeast Asian native kin- 
gage ,  such as Khmer and Tagalog, or one 
of &e so-called colonid lal?_gages. These 
inclrrde Dutch, French, and English. Despite 
the lack of Iibrzy science education, the Ii- 
Fray staE are weii-educated .with strong 
backgxrmds in social sciences and world 
evects. Thei. ianpage ski& are valuable at 
f?e  icstitute library since many of the 
rnonograpizs L? Cie coiiection are written in 
lang~ages other than Vietnamese. Many oof 
the texts are in Engkh, French, and Chi- 
nese. M&?y of the books are also ir: Rus- 
sian since Cqe former USSR was TJietnam's 
major donor fcr many years until %e de- 
mise of the Soviet hi'nion. 
The research collection is housed !I-; a 
locked area of the insti@-te's basement. Un- 
fomnakIy, t%s close6 szC:,ds policy makes 
it diZiwIt to browse, but it makes it easier to 
controi use of the coZec3sn which seems to 
be a se~ious issue in this com~~ueist  gov- 
erned cou~.try. The extreme heat and iz:~xLid- 
ity typid  of Vietnm is also muse for con- 
cern since tiis type of dhate a&mnces the 
deterioration of books. Cmectiy, nothhg is 
being done to presem Cqe colIection. 
Internet access is avaZabIe from the of- 
fice of ti& iibrary director, but its use is 
closely controlted. Library s ~ f f  are @icaliy 
the only peopie permitted to use the 
Icternet within the Iibr&y and even ffey 
m ~ s t  have permission from the director. 
li5rary wers from outside the 
Soutkast Asia Institute most typical& 
come fom other government agencies and 
ministries looking for cment informa'lion 
oc Southeast Asian countries. Xr: zddtion to 
government representatives, the instikte li- 
brary is visited by researchers from South- 
east Asia, Europe, and the United States. 
Many of the esers initidly stop in the refer- 
ence area. The reference coEection consists 
mostly of English Iangmge sources indud- 
ing encyclopedias, aLxanacs, dictionzries, 
etc. Unfortunateiy, there is no coilection de- 
velopment policy nor any weeding osf the 
coiiection. As a resuk, the coliection con- 
tains some oid reference sources that have 
little value for Southeast Asian researchers. 
P.nother problem is that the reference room 
is far eens~@~ m a y  from the research col- 
lection to xake :t difficult fcr 50th library 
staff and the esers to gain easy access. 
in addition to providing tradltionai refer- 
ence se,+ces to its ksers, tke iibrary aiso 
provides an outstznding :nterlibray loan 
{ILL) service by photocopy~g and ~ a i i i n g  
or fx ing  zrtides from Vietnamese iangmge 
journals to iilsstitxtions worldwide. Two of 
its biggest ILL customers are t3e Univers%y 
sf California at Berkeley a23 the Southeast 
Asia Institate in Shgapore. 
As implied by its EL hnction, the 
ScuCimst Asian Libra7 has a substantial 
journal collec3on. Many of the serials are in 
Vietnamese, Cjinese, or English. The Asian 
b r i sage  journais are obv'lansly of most in- 
terest to Americzn universities and ii:~rx- 
ies. libmy staff at the kst ikte is c ~ r -  
rently working ca an index:r?g project of 
monumeintal importance to them. They are 
indexing all (t5orrsands j of the &ides they 
2nd in researca and scholzly joarnds that 
pertain tc Vietnam. They are s i n g  an :in- 
dexing so,%are (GDSIISIS) that YES pro- 
vided to Clew; by UYESCO. The database re- 
sides on a cmputer iin Cqe reference area of 
the library. 
During my visit ta liietnam, I had the 
. .. pleasure of xoviding basic training m il- 
brary services to the staff of the instirdte 4i- 
3rary. It was a pleasure "bo work wizh such 
an eager goup. We also spoke of the ad- 
vantages of belonging to professiond orga- 
rizations like SLA. 8 

For almost fen years, Alan Go'ole's fGm index has been acclaimed as the most 
comprehensive film directory ever published. Listing virtually every fiLT ever 
made in any conntry, it contains every&ing from feap~res to shorts, animations 
to anthologies, serials to docwxenta.ies, T V  movies to silent Zkns, and more. 
Now CD-ROM transforms <cis rnamrnc~l work into a powerful research tool, 
. . 
spanning <ye eatire aisrory of film horn 1895 <xough ;hmid-1998. 
300,000 films from 170 countries - 
including 55,000 new to this edition! 
With The Complete Index to World Film Since 1835 on CD-ROM, 
it's fast and easy to research actors or directors - even locate 5lms or 
individuals with incompiete data. With a click of Lqe mouse, you can: 
@ Find background on virtualiy zny fiim in the world - from Birth 
of a Nation to BeetljGce. 
@ Locate the 5im9s name, date, altersa&e title, director, actors, 
leng':. and country of origin - pius, new to this CR-ROM edit&: 
data on cicematographers, composers, releasing production 
companies and literary inspiration. 
* Prim oxt instant fcmographies of over 1,086,C30 acrors and 
45,COC directors - from D.W. Griffi~h to Melapie Griffith, e m y  
Hid to Bunre!. 
* Search by 5de, director, acror, cinematographer, reiease year, 
cou~try, film type, li~erarrg origin or p r o d x ~ o n  company. 
The Complete Index to World Film Since 1895 on CD-ROM is 
an indispensable resource for film schzlars and students, historians, 
journalists, entertainment professionals and movie buffs - anybody 
with ar, interest in world cinema. For inore informa6m or :o order, 
cali 1-888-BOWI(Eih2 todav! 
The Complete Index to W-orid Film Since 1895 on CD-ROLM 
(Formerly Intercztional Film index on CD-RCM) 
Wic6ows' ic~erfac ding shipping and hzndhg 
121 Cnzdor, Road 
New Providexe, Nj 07974 
R.R. BOWKER vmw: hty:l!~.vww.howker.com 
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Copyright: A Challenge to Distance Learning-Part iii 
Distance learning courses are offered not 
only by r:onprof? eedilcational institutions 
but also by for-profit er~tities uch as corpo- 
ratiocs and schols organized for profit. As 
we've learned from past columns, distance 
learning comns can encounter general 
copyrignt problem and there are several is- 
sues surroun6hg internet delivery of 
comes  by ncaprofit educational institu- 
tions. Similarly, there are also certain copy- 
right issues that courses and programs of- 
fered by 5le for-profit sector encounter- 
specifca2y iwolving reproduction of mate- 
vials for studem and performance and dis- 
play of works. Konprofit educational insti- 
tutions face the same problems when their 
uses of copyigf~ted works is not exempted 
by the Act or S the use exceeds fair use. 
Xany of the exemptions in the Copyright 
Act for education are limited not only to 
nonprofit education but to nonprofit ed~ca-  
lional institutions. Thas, commerc~al pro- 
viders are more likely to find that their ac- 
tivities require permission to use copyright- 
ed w~rks .  
Dism'burim ~f Rtate&&for Students 
Many for-.-pro+ providers of distance ed- 
ucation courses prodllce their own materids 
for distribution to students. Others rely on 
published texzbooks that the sc~dents pur- 
chase. But often they eithex supplement this 
aaterial with reproductions of articles, 
chapters, and Cle like, or ail of the materials 
for the cozrse could be reproductions. 
One of the e x e ~ ~ t i o n s  for nonprofit ed- 
ucational institutions is found in the class- 
room guidelines that permit the reproduc- 
t!on of ccpyrighted works under certain 
conditions for distribution to students in a 
dass. Eariie: eoiamns discussed whether 
InterneL distri5ution of naterials might be 
1 permitted, but clearly there is no exemption . The CCC recently has established the 
for commercial providers of distance educa- - Electronic Course Content Senrice to cover 
tion. Thus, they must seek permission to electronic copies of copyrighted works for 
distribute copies of materials for courses . educational courses. This includes both 
and pay royalties if requested unless f ie  electronic reserves and course materials 
use if a fair use. Because of the commercial . such as electronic coursepacks. Whether the 
napire of such courses and the effect on the student is accessing the material on a cam- 
publishers' right to license the use of their pus or at a distance is irrelevent. Royalty 
fees are set in much the same way as they 
are for the Academic Permissions Service. Aimosr a_iwzys, ti?€ 
Pefomance m d  DispZay 
co jv r ia t l t  ownerwili :~coPyA4~teeiiJQrk 
- 
Distance iearning courses often perform recsi~e thzr -. the ~ r o v i d e r  
or display portiocs of copyrighted works or 
even entire works. Section 11012) of the have a way to  iimit Copyright Act exempts displays of works 
and the performance of nondramatic liter- 
access io :heir works ,,, , ,,, ,,,, condi- 
tions. One of tkese conditions is that the such as makina them 
- performance or display be part of systemat- 
. .  . ic instruction for a nonprofit educational i t -  avai!&;e =,$ -)LL to 
stitution or government agency. 
Clearly, a commercial entity does not enroiied sfzdents, qualify for this exemptioc. This, for a per- 
formance of more than a de minimis portion 
works fcr photocopying [see Texaco, 37 . or a copyighted work, a for-profit distance 
F.3d 881 (2d Cir. 1994)], distribution of re- education entity must seek permission for 
productions of copyrighted works are not performing the work and pay royalties. Of- 
likely to be fair uses. ten copyright holders wili license distance 
The Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) . learning providers for the repeated perfor- 
provides a mechanism to seek permission mance of t5eir works. AImost always, the 
and pay royakies fbr providing materials to copyrigt owner will require that the pro- 
students in the form of coursepacks. The ' vider have a way to h i t  access to their 
: Academic Permissions Service is available works such as making &em available only 
whether students are on-campus or aL a to enrolled sc~dents. 
distance. The Academic Permissions Service Because the statutory exemptions do not 
is available to both for-profit providers and exist for commercial providers, such provid- 
for nonprofit providers that pay fees for ers need to establish good systems for 
coursepacks. Royalty fees are set by the seeking and managing permissions. m i l e  
copyright holder and are based on the num- . the CCC can be of tremendous assistance, 
ber of copies dis'lribnted. the distance education provider w i  have to 
deal direct$ with many copyright holders 
especially for performance and display 
by E a ~ m  N Gasaway. Lo@ Gasawq is chair OfSLA'S Copyright Cornmitree. For more rights. in establishing these systems, com- 
i~onnallon an Copyright Comer or to conm3ute to the column, pieare contact Gasaway merciai eniities should allow ample time for 
( l a u ~ a ~ ~ a w a y @ u n c ~  edu). seeking permission. 8 
rofessisnal evelopment to Sponsor its First 
The Professionai Ceveiopment department is proud to present its On day one of the conference, Enanl;e& Giavzrra, European 
fist  conference in Southern Europe titled Management of the Library Copy5ght User Platform Poject director and copy$?t advisor ~LB 5ie 
in the Bectronic Era on February 26-27', f 939; in Barcelona, Spzin. European 'Sureal; of Libmy' irfurmation, and D~@~menzi$on Asso- 
The program has been developed to meet &e profession$ b e l o p -  ciations and Wxia Ga%se kead of specid pprjects and a !zw Zbrari- 
mer,'L needs of senior-level iibrarj directors in Southern Ecrope. Tize an, UniversiQt Autonoma de Bxcebna, id lead the dismssion in 
confcer-ce is being held in cooperation with the Sociedad Espanoia the criticd m a s  of coppig$% and licensing sf electronic resonrces. 
de Doc~mentacion Information Cien"Lica (2 ncn-profit iqfornation Sirlce c o ~ r i ~ t  is evoivkg, pims 2t the tine of this -wi?hg a e  for 
association in Spain:, Doc 6 ConsuiQn's in Information Resources a*ndees lo gain a bexer u n d e r s ~ e d ~ g  aboi;', whehx  &e Excep- 
(Spai), and Cenfor Internation6 books (Italy). Corpora"Le Gold spon- tions axd Limiz'Licns will survive and v~ha: the );r:#catior:s of the 
scrs include: QuesteVOrbit, France; 2nd Pxmsoc Fixncid Service, - new dr& of t3e Exopean Union Cop*ght Dkective w3 be. Should 
UK. Siiver sponsors include: MCB University Press Limited, UK; 31%- there be any major developments between now and the progam iz 
ish Libray Document Supply Center, UK; France Edition, France; Febmary, these -wiJ be addressed i? depth at ittiae conference. The 
Swds md ZekFkger, Spain; and Zle Didag Capration. re& of the licenskg of electronic resozrces is m e  in wX& 5,ibrxi- 
f i e  god of G7e progan is two-foid-to help librarians h h i s  2ns t h r ~ ~ g h o u t  &e world are focusing with t5e increasiig amoanis 
geographic area to develop the cecessary toois for managing a ii- of idormation ava.il&t;ie electronicaliy. The confcence v~iE defd  <?e 
braly in the elec~olzic era arld to provide a discussion f o r m  to dcd iegal impiicatio~s of a license, how it relates to Cqe nationd. copyigk 
out what other librwkns we doing in countries suciz as Spak, Pork- in Southern Enropean countries, and what is s ica l ly  incbded in a 
gal, Italy, Fraxe. The conference viili provide the perspectives of licensing a.geen?ect. The speakers wZ dso deiineate ~ O J N  t2 build 
information expees cot orJy h Soxthern Europe, b1;2 the experiences Library Gonsodia and p:ovide exzmpies from C?.e UnEed SS'tes, Can- 
of information professionals in 52e U.S. and Northern %rope as well. ada, and Spain. Findy, lluisa Nucez, head of tize library technobg, 
_ Universht de Bxcdonz 2nd &ice Keefc, director, Internatisnd Ser- 
ASSISTA-YT Z B W K V  fcr UC Berkdey's H.E. Dav& 
Tri~rlsprtation Library See h~://w~~.~~ray.berkeiey.ed'~/ 
ESL/ for hformation on the Librag. Campus li'orarians are 
members of the Librarians Association of the University of Cali- 
forrda (LtSUC). Duties. miltime, amdexGc position, arrentiy 
with 75% responsibilities ir: tire Li5ryy's 'IechrZical Services 
Depr. and 25% responsi'~%ties k its P~blic Sexices Dept. Tech- 
n i d  Serdces respnsibikies incicde perfomkg 6 ~ 2  MARC o ~ g -  
inzl mTzloging, o,&e ca.rAog maL~%naxe and management of 
selected Li'iray computer system. F'~b1ic Sewice respcnsi'Xities 
vary. Gtrties k&de supenrrLsion of one paraprofessiond. A 6~Ger 
description or" job responsibilities q u ~ ~ c a t i o n s  cm be found 
at h~p: / l~~~~.~s .berke1ey.edu/JobLis~L~gs~mdex~h~.  Qualifica- 
tions. Required: LA-zccredited Master's degree ir;, L%rzr sci- 
ence: demonstrated knowledge of arreat  cataloging practices 
(AACXZ); fmiiiarity wit? o-&e bibliogaphic utZties and on- 
line p-dbllc access 6atziogs. Essentizl: experience uefh personal 
computers, CD-XOM, ad PC-based softwwe iii a Windows '95 
environment; oral written com~unimtion s k i ,  a con;dt- 
merit to professional growth and the ability to work effectiveiy 
with the pxbbiic. Highlgr desirable: recent OQCZC 6aMoging experi- 
ence; knowledge of one or more fsn@ iang~ges .  S d w :  
$31,656 - $40,512 p a  y w  detemined upon q~&9mtions. 
S m  Date: App:cximately F e b x w  1, 1999, To Apply: Send cur- 
riculum vitae the nme/ad&ess of 3 references @: Librarian 
Search Co,mat:Le, L~stitxte of Transporntion Sadies, 109 
McLaugVi Hd, University of California, Berkeley: Mf. 94720- 
1 720. Dea8i.e: December 3 I ,  1998 
vices, Doc 6, will discuss Internet issues such as end-user searching 
and preservation of web-based e-journak. 
gay two of Lie con!'erence foas  on new technoiogy. g r . 0 ~ 7  do 
you decide what technoioq to purd?ase'i W h t  questions sho~id jw 
be askkg &e vendors? VJhat needs a be inchided L? tile M g e t  for 
adoptkg the new tecfadogy? Once you have the new techl101oa 
what k i d  of mstone: suppoz shozX you expea? .M of these qaes- 
< .  
'Lons -WE be xnmerec: 9y Jokx Akeroyd, d i r ec~r~  Zbrzy I;nf3mation 
T&noiogy Center, Sol;& bank Zniversity Lq London, a d  i2lfig~el 
jhenez, iibrary direpar* Universidad Autoaorrra de Madrid. In addi- 
tion, Dr. E2is Sada, direcar of Library, CathoIic t'gversity il Mdano, It- 
ajy! WE expiore zaining iibryy s&f on t5e new teckxo1og-y as vieE as 
tr31~g users with %e f o m  on sbid issues as mediated vs. end-user 
sezchiqg aqd the ddemm 31 who should have desktog mess. 
&,i;izn Dral~e, dew, and jirect~r of %rzries, Georgia Institute of 
Technology, wiii share some of the experiences of the Unkd  States 
on ali of the above topics. Thocgh the program &as beer; deveioped 
with Southern European iibrarians in micd, the cscference expiores 
topics that would be of interest to SLA members th:oughont t5e 
worX If you would like to attend :he Mediterranean Conference, 
contact the Profession21 Deileiopment department at 1-202-234- 
4900, ex:. 649 or by e-mail profdev@sia.org. g 
For more iqfbmali~n on Prq2ssionai De:~eIopment Outkaok or to 
conti9mfe to the col~krnn~ $ease contact Diktoi.; P,q%ssiond 
Omelopment Valerte Taylor poalede@& oug). 
PNAS has simplified institutional access to the online journal in 1999. All &, 
libraries subscribing to print wdl be entitled to activate an online $~**2qp ~*d--cb- 2 L"$W-w d 
d "*"%&>, 
subscription t.=, the journal at no additional chmge. 2J,$ .+-gg~;9 g2<2G 5+:?5 '%S$<:- 
-$FJ$& 3% I .  In 1999, PYAS c n h e  (full text and graphics) will be included with all paid z&i.";~+@f 5 $ 0 ~  ".;- *' 3 institutio~al crint subscriptions. PKAS \lid1 publish more than 16,000 pages of Lez&<& 
.) i*.% "'"".*. ., (includes expedited air delivery). 
~p&&+& $E- hk 
3. Your libra,? users will have online access to: kss$,kw& 
The 1999 volume (26 issues)-full text; graphics, and supplementary %&$:$--*&* #&$@*% 
material on the IVeb-with access available the same day the print issue 2@;gi~ 
* Free inter-journal citation linking to the full text of referenced articles in 
participating journals; 
Free access to PubMed; 
Natural lanpage searching. 
4. If you subscribe to PNAS Online, authorized users (employees, faculty, 
stag s~ddents, l2arax-y patrons) at one geographic locatioc (e.g., a 
uni.versity campus), are entitled to: 
Erawse and search the journal 
Print copies sf the output of any search for inter~al use, and 
* Dow~Lioad those search results or specific articles. 
Ordering Information 
Order through your subscription agent or directly from the National 
Academy of Sciences. Once your serial vendor or PNAS has received 
activate your online subscription, you will need: 
Institution's IP address(es) 
- Co~tact  name, title. phone, fax, and email 
Access Code number (included with the letter). 
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When I learned this month's issue of i~%m~eta'on &d00k was Gopyight Committees use board poiicy to determice specific areas 
going to focus on teams and their importance to neerhg goals and of concern for C?e association. Chapters and divisions have, qnite 
succeeding, I wondered how was I going to write a coPmn on gov- . possibly, the most inporznt role to piay in 5 , s  theater-not only 
ernment relaliocs and involve team buiding. Then, i"bt me: gov- ~ s , s t  they work to pressure Cleir iegisiztors and government of& 
erment  rdations is about team building. No organization car, be . ciak w k n  necessary, 5nt they  st &so provide Re&ia& to asso- 
saccessful without it. ciation leaders and stzff regardicg new concerns and issues that 
Team bunding in B e  deveiopment of public policy begins at the may arise. It is tl-irozgl. this free flow cf informatioc that %A can 
hewt of the action. Legislators and government officials cannot address cunent concerns and also determine what W ~ r e  obstacles 
force a measure or a. proposal to apprwai on Lkir own. They must or opgortunities face icformation professionals. 
generate support, unite witIiz others to enhance success, and &en- Most irnportmt are Ck rcies of mem5ers, the Individuals in 
times, compromise witfa oLIers to ensure passage or approval of . h s e  'Learns, as ccmsti?aents and voters in their states, provinces, 
thek proposal. Their ~vorld is not unike our own, both in our ca- districts, or other nnits of Iegisiatb~e representation. As citizens, we 
reers and in the association. must regdar1y share our perspectives en the gcvernment policies 
%A's efforts to loriy ggoernment officiaIs are designed around that wiil impact GS, or eIse we lose conzol of our respective fates as 
teams that are buiit into the associztion's inhstrucare: chapters, they relate to those policies. UI'Limateij5 though, our individnd 
divisions, committees, the board of directors. %ih of these entities voices gain greater i~ipact as we unite for cco~~mor, pnrposes. This 
must commmicate with s%ff regarding the development of infor- is the primary reason why associations f a x e d  in the first place! 
mation poiicy The board sets overdl policy on 'lize cver-archiag is- Outside SLA, the need to coalesce is even more crxial. National 
snes tbat affect the profession. Zie Government Relations and and state/provincial leaders jack the tine to listen to the needs of 
ail of Kleir consti2xn% Their busy ;yLQe&ies m-nc: the k ~ r g e m h g  
cons"Li5xncies they represent have generzted the need far people of 
like minds and phiiosophies to join together so their voices are 
heard. Even this convenience, unfortmaQiy, has complicated mat- 
ters. Mere in M7ashin$on, m r e  t3an 2,800 asssciations, plus p:i- 
vate io%yists, compete fcr the time and attention of our legislators 
an6 government representatives. This &_at of representation has 
forced associations and other organizations to join together in 
teams, when their interests acd phiIosopizies are znited, to gain 
strength a d  inrluence. 'iVhenever z mjor  1egis':ative battle heats 
up, rest assured that coalitions are forzing on &I sides of fne issue 
in an agempt to secure power and visibiiity during 'lize fight. WZk- 
ont coalitions, ii- is quite possible &it s:_lc'k goups like <he nzjor ii- 
bray  associations of the w d d  could cot have progressed as they 
hzve wer the past few decades. 
No matter how you slice it, we all have ta work togetkx: to make 
onr concerns k~oivn to our governments. iVitiir-,i?.oat  s$ong and 
nnified voice on behalf of our profession, we appear weak, disorga- 
nized, lacking in p p o s e .  Toge&er, we can show a resolve that is 
rare. .SLie may argye among ourselves tibout the deaiis but, in f~ 
en&, our strength is in GX numbers. That it starts with you and 
others like you sho~ ld  come as no surljrise. Cur snccess depends 
on yon: efforts as paz ~f the SLA team! % 
For more inj?omaObn on G~vemrnmf Relatfbpzs 3x~lsoW 97 LQ con- 
'%:eFute t9 the column, please contact Dire: G~vamment Rela- 
tkmsf~kn Crest-y @$in-csbrla. or;:. 
Yoc are your organization's undispuyed infor- 
mation management expert. Your inforn?at.tion 
is specitic to  your industry, unique t o  your 
company - it's extensive, and stored in many 
diFeren? forms. We 'know that. Inmagic's Deen 
leading the fieid for almost 20 years; growing, 
adapting TO meex your changing needs. That's 
w:iy we developed a state-of-the-art system 
to  absorb a:l of your information with 
unprecedented speed and ease of s e .  And 
now, Inmagic presents DBfiext W~bPubIisher 
- a program thzt lers you instantly mount 
pw DB/TextWorl<s databases, on-line cata- 
logs, research reporrs, and image archives, etc, 
on your lntranet o r  the Internet, 
'&EB Publishing with No 
Proguamrr3ingl 
That's rrghr N 3  CGl programn ng N o  PER1 
programming. Impressed? There's more. 
DB/iext WebPub!rsher is based on open stan- 
dards, runs on NT servers, and works with any 
standard HTTP server - malting DBnext 
WebPubIisher a preferred choice among MIS 
managers as well it's never been simp'er to  
ptiblish your critical information on the WEB. 
Trust rhe fi I provider of flexible, ready-to- 
use automation solutions for special libraries 
and corporate In for tx ion centers to  help 
you move your company t o  the new WE3 
environment, Let us show you how easily 
DBITextWoriks and DSIText WebPubllsher let 
you harness the collective knowledge withi? 
your company and maximize its power 
by bringing it to  every desktop enterprise- 
- 
wide, o r  world-wide. Visit our website 
(wvw.inmagic.corn) and view live on-Iiw 
bib:iographic databases, text and image direc- 
tories, research lknowledgebases and others 
mounted with DBIText iWebPub11sher. 
---.--.- .. . . . . <. .-. .. .. . -. 800 West C ~ r n m q s  Pa& 
Corizxf an t n f~agk  dealer near- you s r  caH ifimagic, inc. a t  Woburn,  MA 0, SO I (800) 229-8398 ~%x- z 45-day wid -r.ersion CD-ROM or ;.a (78 1) 938-4442 
FAX: (78 1) 938-6393 
Ernail: sales@inmagic,ccrn 
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hat teams are you 
on? Ifow many? How 
much of your time do 
you spend in team meet- 
ones are library related and 
which are not? 
it is likely that readers will answer 
these questions far differently than they 
night have Wve years ago, Increaslcgly, 
we are required to get things dsne ic 
teams, whether tkat is olir preferred mode 
of operatlor, or nct. 
This article expiores f o x  signidcant 
dimensions of study an6 thoaght ahout 
te3ms. 
A FORCEF~ELD FOR GI-BANGE 
There are serious drivers behind fhe 
adoption of teams as a primary means of 
getting work accomp!ished. There are 
equdly serious restraining forces to the 
successful implementation of team based 
wak.  We need tc cnderstmd this force 
Reld of driving and restraining forces in or- 
der to break its stasis. 
TEAM TYPES 
Not ail team are eqcd. Teams take all 
forms, and some of them are radically new 
and require significantiy new conpetencies. 
Some 'Learns, regardless of type, are more 
successfd &an others. 
f EAM C~MPETENCES 
New knowledge and skms are needed 
for teams to 3e success&l. Individuals are 
often thrcwn onto terns ~Y',tf: zbs~lutely no 
development, eduwtior,, or cdentaSon to 
do wcrk this way. 
WHOLE SYSTEM AS TEAM 
The rrltimate "'tearr:" consists of an en- 
tire organiza$sn, requiring ccompietely new 
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mental models of how sustainable, system- 
wide change can occur. 
Theory and Research. There is sound 
theory and research to support the fact that 
people workiag from diverse perspectives 
who are given good 'loois and processes can 
prochce better results than individuals 
working in isolation, particularly in com- 
plex situaticns, 
In the early 20" cenhlry, Frederick Tay- 
ior developed "scientific" processes to man- 
age complex work that have dominated the 
work c~lture ver since: divide and special- 
ize, comrnand and control, treat the organi- 
zaticn as a machine (including its people), 
and separate Cye process of planning from 
tire process of doing. The hierarchical, auto- 
cratic: (and scmetimes paternalistic) orga- 
nizations tlzat resulted are familiar to most 
of us and, we would posit, still dominate 
the industrial scene. 
A parallel and opposite tradition devel- 
oped, however, fiat focused on group be- 
havior in organizations and concluded that: 
* people ma solve problems together 
through participation 
groups can improve their own process- 
es, rather than waiting to be "&edd" by 
some superior or external force, and 
organizations are "organisms" rather 
than machines; they are living, dynam- 
ic, and constantly interactive. 
This tradition is rooted in the work of 
Kurt Lewin an6 mirrored in the current day 
thinking and yractices of people like Peter 
Senge ( f i e  R l h  Dirn'plline), Mm7h Weis- 
bord (Producfrbe Wo.+places), Margaret 
lu~uur.informatlonoutlo~k.com 
Yet we are &equipped to deal with 
change. People are said to "hate change," 
but people need new tools and lenses to 
make sense of, participate in, and gauge 
how change will affect :heir lives. Fcr ex- 
ample, people need to have the information 
necessary to understand why change is 
necessary and the ability to provide input 
on how chaxge is to be implemented. That 
means that old ideas about "information on 
an as-needed basisn and "participating to 
the level of one's responsibility" are obso- 
lete. New mental models must be developed 
to deal with change. 
Mental models are a necessary first step, 
but they aren't realized without new orga- 
Wheatley (Leadership and the New Science), nizational structures and architectures. 
Peter Block (Stavardshp), and Robert Ja- Work is now being accomplished across 
cobs (Real Ifme Smteegic Change). functions, disciplines, and organizational 
Kurt Lewin (1890-1947), a Russian Jew - boundaries. Charles Handy's "federal orga- 
from Prague, explored the whole realm of nizationn2 has come of age and there is in- 
group dynamics. He worked with Eric Mst : creasing evidence that it is here to stay: a 
of England to understand socio-technical . system of small core organizations with 
systems-how technologicaI change affects : very focused core competencies supported 
social systems. He conducted a comparative by many nukiple resources representing 
study of autocratic vs, democratic leadership . less direct capacities-finance, administra- 
with consulting guru Ron Lippitt. He also co- , tion, libraries, etc. Yet new reward, infor- 
founded the Research Center for Group Dy- mation, ccmmunication, and leadership 
namics with Douglas McGregor ( f i e  H m  . systems have not been developed to sup- 
Si& qfEnterp&e, 'Ik0ry Y and Theory X). ' port the required new behavior, We need 
Kurt Lewin truly might be thought of as the new means of creating shared vision and 
grandfather of participative management ownership across functional and organiza- 
theory. His influence has been profound.' . tional boundaries. 
Change and the Rate of Change. Our 
understanding and perception of the world 
has changed dramatically. Most of us have any teams you are on. 
always known that multiple systems (eco- When approximately twenty-five librarians 
nomic, environmental, social) were interde- ' were asked this question at the 1998 SLA 
pendent globally; now technology has made . conference in Indianapolis, the result was 
those connections more dynamic and more : sheet after sheet of newsprint with all kmds 
visible. No one person, organization, or . of teams on which people served or that 
country can afford to act as though it were . people led, including 
in a vacuum-literally the fate of the world : Organizational Policymaking Teams. 
is at stake. As a result, we absolutely must - These can be multi-functional within a 
seek different perspectives and consider library or multi-functional within the 
multiple impacts whenever we solve prob- . larger organization (e.g., a Library Ex- 
lems and create new solutions. ecutive Team). 
In addition, the rate of change is unre- : Task Forces. These are usually cross- 
lenting, and dualriatically so in the work- - functional teams with a limited scope 
place. Lifelong careers in one discipline are . and duration focused on a reiatively 
not viable. Generations within families no short term problem or project (e.g., an 
longer work for one company, Technology . Intranet Task Force). 
needs to be learned and relearned. Jobs are Departmental Improvement Teams. 
being made obsolete daily. Product life cy- . These functional teams are focused on 
cles are being severely impacted. improving the processes for which they 
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have primary ownership (e.g., informs- ,. . 
tion cocsultanh creating standards for 
C-  heir service within the organization). TeamiGroup Dynamics 
Self-Directed Teams. Empioyees with First, then are very predictable stages 
no formal leader, responsibie for deter- of team fornation and development: 
mining together how their work w i  get forming, storming: norming, and peforrn- 
accompiisized make up these teams. ing. In the fowir~g stage, team members 
..... .... 
At Ieast three other kinds of teams x e  polite tc each other as <?ey f i g m  out 
help redefine what it means to work to to- . what they are supposed to be doing tog&- 
gether-beyond participation tawards Fdil er. Storming can involve a s'lruggle for pow- 
ccllab~ration.~ er or infhence, or reconciiing disparate per- 
Cross-Organization Strategic Partner- spectives. Using good grscesses je.g., dia- 
ing Teams. These teams of professicnds logx,  s tx%~red processes ,'or sha:ing ev- 
from muitiple organizations work intecsely eryone's da&, etc.) to move forward, nsrm- 
on serious strategic initiatives. For exam- k g  invoIves formiating groundxles and 
pIe, a Y2K team mi& inciade internal refocusing on constructive work. FinaEy, a 
members from a variety of professional dis- team is ready to perforn. Knowing these 
cipIines (eg., marketing, IS) as we3 as ex- stages and their dynamics a n  help a team 
ternal c o n s u h t s  who night establish tern- , move more quickjy into performing, given 
pcraly work stations wittiin the host or@- the right process tools. 
nization's walls. Whole new ways of thsk-  Organizationd perspective can and will 
ing about how one q~aiifies for team mem- dramatically iir,Siuence team dynamics. Bar- 
bership, of creating shared identity, of ry Oshry, author of Seeing @sternYi alks 
working for a shared higher purpose exist about the "tops," "bcxoms," aad "middles" 
in these sitxa'lions. of organizations, There are unprod.uctive 
CoHaborative Teams of Experts. These resuks when these goups opt for szndard, 
teams form and reform in response to client expected strategies. This can play havoc 
ceeds. In our current prac.c'ice, we wort with. wig1 the rest of 53e crganization, including 
consul'tnts ~oba l ly  to k ing  perspec2ves 'Learn ?~ndionaiity. Team members may be- 
and solutions to clients convinced that cne ' gin to take sides, or become politicdy sea- 
cocsulting Rrm or one "fix" is not going to sftized to h e  point where good judgxent is 
do the job. On a much lager scale and in- impaired and cooperation breaks dovjn. 
creasingly we wiE see this kind of team . In crisis, senior management (the 
form to address regicnal aand g o b d  issues "tops") a n d  to "suck up" all the responsi- 
(like the er,vironment, shared or interde- bzity and power as a mems of maintaining 
pendent economies). at least a sem5lance of coct:oi. 
Whole System as Team. This concept is The "bottoms" (WicaEgr the direct iabor 
one in which an organization 31 a commu- of sn  orgmizaticn) have a. huge amom', of 
nity acts as a live "organism" &at under- power (witness the unioa laborers cf GM) 
stands d l  of its pz t s  are interrelated and and will portray themsehs as victims ic 
therefore engages through incb~sion and the exercise of that power (which is more 
shared visioning, decision-making, etc-aii often passive thaa aggressivej. 
of those parts in transformative, suszin- The '?nid&es" (where most Ifbrxians 
able change. We say more about this zp- and middle managers tend 'Lg be) are 
'1 p-rsach to getting work done in orgaciza- oiamed by both the tops (for cot makicg 
tions and cornmucities later. 5te boaoms do what they should) acd the 
Team type determines the scope and - 3ot"ams (for IeZing C?e t o p  get away wiC? 
io.n_9-ierm impact of the work, roles and re- their authoritarianism). Indeed, the on& 
sponsibiiities, and required skilis, knowl- power pniddks red& hme is 's integrators, 
edge, and competencies. and integration fs hest accompfished in a 
teem environment. 
Personal styies of behavior acd pat- 
There are at least four categories of terns 9f thinking also influence tearr;, dy- 
competency buiiding essentiai to most sac- namics. Knowing how to :Ise tools like the 
cessfd teamwork. Myers Brigs Type Indicator (MBTIj, the 
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Enneagram, DiSG profiles, and Thomas Kil- its school stmcttrre ali emphasizing iines 
man's Conflict MoCel (e.g., avoiding, ac- of autlloritgr, command, and conmi. we 
commodating, competkg, compromising, need new toois that help c s  look at is- 
and collaborating), among others, can help snes-especiail;~ system issues-in ways 
a team and its indkiduai members improve that aUow for aiternative expianations and 
interpersonal co-munication and develop ' solutions-rather than the tradjtLiocai one 
an increased understanding of and appreci- - right a rd  one wrong znswer. 
ation for differing world views. One of these tooB is polarity Enanage- 
rnent7 as described by Barry ;oiulson. 
Johnson he@ kdividuak, teaas and orgmi- 
zations anderstand that there are two kinds 
of problems. T j  I problem (or qwestbns) 
InfarmatSon Sharing. h ~ v e  either/or mswers. Type 2 problem, 
Top down, "need-to-know" based corn- however, h im Dr~o ~pposi3 soIutions, both of 
mmications a'e not adequate in a team en- . wFich must exkt in some balaxe for a as- 
vironment. k fact, they represent obstacles tern m sot go arnpieteIy out of kidter. 
of significant magnis~de. For exanpk, when we breathe we must 
Organizations atrid teams need ts develop both irhaie and exhge in order to Eve. Each 
the ca9acit.y to create shared meanirig feels good np to a point, but when only one 
through dialogue a defined by Eavid Bof?121~, is poionged it becomes nnbearable. At as 
Peter Senge%qd others, which requires strs- . organizational ievel, we need a pay asen- 
pen%l.g our beiief LQst we have the one h i e  tion to both the "good of the individad" and 
piddre of reality and openi~g oursekes 9 tize the "good of the organization." Chocsig 
perspe&;ves znd "truths" of others. one aver the other creates imbalance fnat 
We need to pay increasing attention to mn a & d y  ha,% the opposite pole. 
both "puiling" and "pushing"' inionnation. The issue of ce~ztraEzed or decentralized 
Co~~unica t ions  professionais have focused control provides another exaxpie. There are 
their attention on "pushkg" Lqformatkn times when reai efficiencies and 'Linely de- 
throxgh the organization, wide iibrarims cisions (as in serious safety m d  security 
have fomse6 on seating databanks and sit;UaSo;ils; x e  best m d e  from s centxd 
processes that &ow people to "jxii" the in- control poi~t;  AND there x e  times when 
formation they need. 'f"e fomer spplied @- autocozy and flexible decision making at 
ipdy to srganizationai, internal inforxation . Lie local level b r i~gs  the greatest benefit. to 
and the Iatter 3 externai information. The an organizatior. Both are reqnired, yet we 
distkction is becoming iess obvious and the have watched organizations m e ~ e  to ffie 
roles need to be shared. The fact is that extreme poles of each and Lien back agzin 
empowered team member knows best what in a wiid osciIIatior, that leaves empioyees 
information he or she needs and when. and stakeholders gasping (and grasping;. 
We need to grow haeaskgly skilled Z$ Fower5ii toois exist to aid participation 
adapting new infmmtion sharing a d  corn- and daboration on ":ems, kcicding the 
mnication technologies je.g., o&ne confer- - advzmced quality tods of the affinity pro- 
encing, videoconferencing). Tf?ese are the cess, stmctured brainstormingg? and interre- 
new tools of collaboration across ~aditional lationship mapping; ~ ~ 2 n d  ma-ps; and pro- 
geographic he-based boundaries. cess aappir:g" These are reiativ&y sixpk 
and incredbiy use%:, yetit is axazing how 
few peopie have been exposed to these 
nQ tools, mtrch less been trained in their use. 
As independent, self-made "Ameri- 
cans" we have a h a d  'Lime being reaily k 
good teax players outside of the "team "%y$tftm911fp 
against team" model (as in sports teams). In -E%e Fflh DiscQline, Peter Senge 
Shzred decision-making does not come identified five disciplines of a learning or- 
natcraIiy to a people raised in a hierararchi- gscization: Personal Mastery, Mental 
cai society-its religiocs, its government, models, Tern Learning, Shared Vision, ad 
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"the grmtest of these," Systems Thinking. j need to understand what they are up . perience successful teamwork. We now be- 
Wile r;he systems archetypes Senge de- against-the threats, opportunities and . lieve in and have experienced even more 
scribes are difficult to Easter, it is essential . risks. They also usually have a good piece capacity and potential through a whole sys- 
that tearrts constantly t h i  about system in- of "reality themselves thzt is different but tems approach to organizational change 
fluence and impam. Simple mind-mapping equally valid as the '"reality" held by senior . and achievemenL The collective wisdom 
helps. Certainly ensuring access to the best management. When given an opportunity and perspective of well-intentioned people 
Clinking, experiences, and education of all . to share that reality, organizations (sys- - is a powerful source of energy, creativity, 
team members will aid a "systems view." . tems) can make greatIy improved decisions, and commitment for those organizations 
Or course, once we start talking system, ; Create Community means nurturing an . and communities willing to tap it. 
the deAniticn cf tcam expands. environment in which individuals come to- 
: gether in support and commitment to some- 
thing larger thac themselves, but which af- - ' There were many other enlightened stu- 
e person- fects them all as individuals. dents of organizational behavior who con- 
ally convhced &it the only sustainable path Common Database means making sure tributed significantly to our understanding 
to large scale cka~ge is by treating an entire - that everyone is working from the same . of the power of participation and inclusion. 
organization c: comrunity as a team. Peo- page, where strategic information is made . Joseph ScanIon, a former union organizer 
ple are ofteen overwhelmed by this concept, available to everyone. This shared data has . and a student and colleague of Douglas 
How mmy people car, really work together - the power of resulting in what Peter Senge - MacGregor, successfully promoted the con- 
effectively to soive serious issues without to- ' has labeled "generative learning"-"learn- , cept that management and labor could 
tal chaos? JNe used to think that two, well- . ing that enhances our power to  rea ate."^ achieve more through cooperation than 
ktentioned people co~Id work out a lot. . Preferred Future means a collective im- through the traditional adversarid "me vs. 
Then we discovered that teams--let's say : age of a desired, compelling and possible you" approach. His student, Carl F. Frost of 
five to ten member teams--could really be future that drives and motivates a system . Michigan State University, brougiit the 
quite productive. But really, a whole system? : towards that hture. It represents the oppo- : concept a innovative business leaders and 
We now work with groups of anywhere - site of fatalistic thinking. the first and second CEO's of Herman Mill- 
from twenty-five to two-hundred with . Real l h e  means that a system, once it - er, Inc. D. J. DePree and his son Hugh in 
amazing results. Massive group processes ' has begun to envision its preferred future, 1950. ! worked at Helman Miuer for 18 
that first generate large quantities of data - needs to start acting as though that future . years where I was able to witness how par- 
and then identify common gronnd and . were now. For example, if in the future peo- ticipative management helped bring this 
shared vision are highly successful given ple are envisioned to have free access to in- innovative company unprecedented suc- 
the right conditions. For those of us who . formation, why not begin to make it avail- cess in the market place through the 
practice "real time strategic ~ h a n g e " ~  those able today? 1990s. The experience tau& me much 
conditions revolve around six key princi- . When these principles are honored at all about what was possible when the best of 
ples. While polsrity management tells us . times, even if not equally, a whole system- people's minds and hearts are engaged in 
that we car! rare3y keep alI sh maximized, , an organism, an organization--can truly be working together towards common goals 
we know as well that we can't ignore any of . empowered to create a future it prefers and within ti framework of shared values. 
them ifwe are to have effective change. . become a hi@ly successful team." Handy, Charles The Age ofparadox. Cam- 
Empowerment and Inclusion means bridge: Harvard Business School Press, 
engaging as ~ u c h  of the system (organiza- 1995). Handy has also described the "do- 
tion) as possibie for the purpose of sharing : for the suc- nut" organization and other varieties of 
information, ensuring alignment, and build- cessful implementation of teams in organi- - the saqe concept in his other writings 
ing commitment for shared purpose, values, . zations. Instead, it is our position on why . and interviews. 
and future direction. We have been involved : teams are necessary to future organization- : Schrage, Michael No More Team. NY: 
in organizational change efforts that literally a1 success, what barriers there are to suc- Currency Doubleday, 1989. 
included eveyone in one- to two-hundred ' cessful implementation, what competencies : Oshry, Barry Seeing @stem. San Fran- 
person orgarhalions. CE colleague Robert - need to be acquired at a minimum to over- ' cisco: Benett-Koehler, 1996. 
Jacobs, azthor of Real lime Strategic . come the constraints, and what the ultimate . Bohm, David See On Dialogue Ojai, CA: 
Changz, a~mally took 1,000 employees : potential for teams might be. David Bohm Seminars, 1990. 
fnrcugh indusive visioning and strategy de- - Both of us worked for nearly twenty . Senge, Peter ?%e F ' h  Discipline. NY: Cur- 
velopment, essentially enabling their organi- years each ir, high1;y participative organiza- . rency Doubleday, 1990. 
zation to survive a larger corporate restruc- tions-the Donnelly Corporation in Holland, ' Johnson, Barry Polari@ Management. 
turing. That's teamwork. Michigan, and Herman Miller, Inc., in . Amherst, MA: HRD Press, 1992. 
Reality is a Key Driver means that . Zeeland, Michigan. We feel gratitude to : Jacobs, %beg J Real Zme mate@ Chmge. 
plans for the future are grounded in a solid - those organizations and the people with Saq Frmcisco: Benett-Koehler, 1994. 
understanding of current reality. Peopl., . whom we worked for the opportunity to ex- . Senge, p 14. 
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he coqmate trends of 
downsizi~g and reengi- 
nzeri~g that began in the 
198Cs have profoundly af- 
fected corpcrate iibraries. 
Along with 5?e act of 
dcwnsizing came the trend 'Lo o:~~source 
ris small Heifer m a y  positions and services traditionally 
performed by permanent employees. Com- 
pany management felt &at reducir:g the 
permanent head count and thus overhead 
costs Ciroxgh wtsourcing w o ~ l d  be more 
cost-effective, efficient, and allow greater 
flexibility. However, that asmmption did 
not always prove true. 
Acfudiy, iibraria~s have used outsourcing 
for years and have foiiund it qui'z effective 
vhen done correctly in some orgznizattlions, 
&e only way to hire additiond person~el is 
by using temporary workers. W h e ~  I 
worked in a high-tech company, it was dear 
:here wodd be no additiond library em- 
ployees hired on 3 permanent basis. How- 
ever. the kuclget did hwe xioney f3r in- 
terns, part-time workers, and temporary 
help. While, ideally? I mght have liked hav- 
ing to train only one perxianent person CLO 
hd? with the heavy workloab, adding per- 
manent stad w3s no: reahtic in the throes 
of constant reorg2nizatioa and dowasizing. 
Only bj outscurc-cing projects or hiring ei- 
ther an intern cr a temporary worker, would 
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I get aciditional heip. Since we had money 
available for stzdent jobs, I knew the com- 
pany wanted to attract young employees 
into the crganization,. Based on my 
kr:owledge of the corporation and where 
budget money existed, I found I could both 
get the job done by hiring a temporary stu- 
dent worker and earn bonus points with 
my boss for heiping implement the compa- 
ny's pro-skdent worker policy-two victo- 
ries for me. 
Alternatively, the Apple Corporation li- 
brary offers another lesson. During Apple's 
growth period, the Apple library grew at its 
pinnacle to nearly twenty employees. How- 
ever, wheri the corporation faced severe fi- 
nancial crisis, they eliminated the library 
despite the high regard the users felt to- 
ward tne library. KO library-no matter 
how exceptiond-will thrive when the or- 
ganization they serve hits dire financial 
straits. It's simply an economic reality. Any 
umu.infermationoutlooh.eom 
company going through tremendous 
downsizing will consider cutting workers 
from all departments. 
Unfortunately, the corporate library is a 
large tempting target for managers who 
need to make cuts in head count and bud- 
get expenditures, Apple management knew 
information demands in the downsized 
company might shrink, but they would cer- 
tainly not go away. Today, Apple uses out- 
side library consultants to get information, 
or alternatively, employees must find the 
information for themselves. The informa- 
tion costs that come from outside consult- 
ants are absorbed within various depart- 
mental budgets and are no longer traceable 
as separate library expenditures. For exam- 
ple, the legal department will now pay di- 
rectly for the costs of their legal materials. 
In the end, managers pressured to make a 
certain percentage of cuts could state they 
saved the company the total expenditures 
for library personnel and materials, when 
in reality the savings would be less than 
they appeared. 
Lesr.s~ns Learned 
Librarians frequently view outsourcing 
as a threat to their existence and, given 
what happened to the Apple Library and 
other bygone corporate libraries, we can 
understand why. Libraries need to learn 
from what happened to the Apple library 
and stop making themselves budget cut tar- 
gets. The large corporate library as we 
have knowr: it in the past will increasingly 
not exist, but despite this trend, librarians 
may still prosper. More and more librarians 
will work within specialized departments or 
company teams in order to help with re- 
search and information needs. Greater inte- 
gration into the company's operations may 
help management better perceive the valu- 
able contribution of these professionals to 
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teams, 
especially where they 
their exceptional 
search skills, may 
thrive more than 
librarians who stay in 
<?e company* Additionally, librarians work- , therefore not help with company and other 
icg within departments are more likely to sensitive infomation. As contractors, they 
have consiskntiy secure fL,nding. As veil, are not aliov~ed or tmsted with sensitive 
information costs will be borne by the peo- ' conlpany information. This is cerzinly an- 
ple who are acaally xsing the services. At! other drawback and limitation t~ ',ize out- 
too frequently in the eider model of copo- sourced employee. Since they are not al- 
rate libraries, one depacrtment carries the lowed on% team,  they can't demonstrate 
entire burden of a company's icforma'lion their research skiils and therefore will not 
expenditures. AS a result, the department get the promotional oppogunities perma- 
head who ends up with the expendibres nent e~pioyees might. They wwili not be 
usudy complains about w5y tfiei- depart- able to help 6 e  company the way aas: em- 
meat must pay for everyone's infomition ployee with such research sMlIs couid on 
needs and makes <?.lose expenditures tar- those teams. 
gets when budgets mts are needed. People : Outscurcing has been the topic of dis- 
x e  vding to pay for their information - cussion for masy artides znd many ?resee- 
ceeds, but &re not usuaily generous enough tiitions in the ifirary profession since the 
to pay for everyone else's. 198Cs. Most of the articles offer dire pro- 
Librarians who become part of teams, nouncements abont the dosing of mrious 
especially %here they a n  use and show . iibraries or information centers and predic- 
&eir exceptional reseaxh sl;mis, may thrive . 503s of doom for what sirch closures boded 
more than librarians who stzy in the c o p -  for the E~"i;~re of iijrzries. Strangely %ough, 
rate !firaIy I know sever2 Iibrarians ic little fanfare was heard when? those corpo- 
major co,'i3orations, who, although are no . rate Iibraries quiesy reopened or hired out- 
longer classified as librarians, are essential- side consulting firms to E n  ',ye library. 
iy Coing researci? in marketing and other 'ijrpicaiIy, the outside consulting 5rrn turns 
pivotal areas for their corporations. Vv7hat's - aronnd and hires librarians to E n  Cqe li- 
more, their salaries are considerably higher brary. Sometimes the company responsible 
as "researchers" C?an they were as "Iibrari- for hiring aU outside consui'tnts k r  the 
ans". One colleague workkg for 2 xajcr corporation may also hire iibrary personnei. 
high-tech corporatioc told me there are TZs is so because smart and knov~iesigg- 
qu?e a ntimber of librariacs whc've zbie personnel Crms know a b o ~ t  he spe- 
worked their way into d levels of the cor- cialized education and abilities required to 
poraticn because of their li'grary and re- effectively mn a Iibrary. If the oztsourcing 
search skills, but n&o are not considered or company does not recognize such reqnire- 
even known to be librarians, except among ments, the iibrary may mn pooriy for a 
themselves. Her coxpany, by the way, st% while, 3rd will con5nue to do so unless 
has numerous corporate iibraries and li- they hear a large number sf complaints 
brzrians in a wide variety of locations, so $om employees. Qbvic~siy, if ern?loyees do 
this trend is not mutuaily exclusive. not get what they need, those iibraries are 
In addition, librarians doing good work at risk of being dosed. Giving cusbmers 
withir, teams are more iikeb to survive what they want and need, and making sure 
downsizing, unless the entire project or inanagement is aware your customers zre 
team they are woririn?g with gets cut. There getting what they want and need, are the 
we certainly no guarantees for acy empIoy- best ways to ecsnre a ii'oray's survival, 
ees in the working world todaya Dispersing Does it mazer much if the librarian 
iibrariacs into teams and throughotlt 5%e works direCIy for a corn2any or f ~ r  a con- 
organizatior; dso  helps increase librarians' suiting fiW that works fm the company? 
sx3ject specialty sskiils by allowing them to Probably the m i n  difference to eza$oyees 
concentrate on one subject area. The down is their sa1a.ry acd benefits package. When 
side is t3ey may not be known as librari- the recession of the early 1980s .was ir, f d I  
ans, which is not good far our profession, swing, displaced wcrkers took jobs withog: 
especially if resumes reqnire disguising Ii- benefits out of necessil-y. However, in 5le 
kary  background. current robust econcmj7, librarians can most 
Outsourced employees are typicaily not likely find jcbs w i 2 ~  benefis. For this arti- 
invited to participzte in teams and car, cle, I interviewed severs: library agencies 
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that provide iikarians to companies. Many training new employees and maintaining When Sun looked at whether or not to in- 
stated that as the economy heated up, the extremely detailed and user-friendly docu- source the library, the library provided criti- 
demand for Iibrarians increased and they mentation and procedures on how to do the cal information proving it was more cost-ef- 
added benefits packages to remain competi- job. Even with effort, the transient nature fective than continuing to pay a large man- 
tive and to retain qualified people. Again, of contract emp'nor.ment can lead to incon- agement fee to an outsourcing agency on 
the life of librarians merely followed the sistency and variable work quality. top of other iibrary costs. 
larger trend. No one is immune from the Another drawback for employers occurs 
law of supply and demand. As demand for when contract librarians can not handle ?ifeie & o t t ~ r ~  
librariars rise and suppiies become scaxe, sensitive internal documentation. Separat- These varied stories all teach librarians 
salaries and benefits wii generally rise. Li- ing the handing of sensitive company re- to keep their eyes and good management 
brarians wha prefer the stability of a full- ports and materrds from other information, sense focused on the bottom line. We 
time job will more easily End such positions just to accommodate the limitations on con- should constantly evaluate costs and use 
ir: a more robust economy. tract employee access, may end up isolating outsourcing when it is financially andlor 
important information from full information politically the best way to get the job done. 
0 ~ $ 5 0  r;: f.cifig wj j j3tf-335% flow in a company. Contract librarians may Staying awa1e of the financial and poritical 
Empoyers find cutsourcing an easier not be allowed into those important compa- realities of tile organization in which you 
way to acid or eliminate people as situa- ny meetings where they could provide sig- work is critical to the library's success. 
tions and economlc conclitions change, nificant insights into new projects or supply Don't be afraid to market yourself a ~ d  let 
Employers assert ~t 1s difficult to terminate information needed to make better in- management know about your successes in 
employees withoat proof of obvious gross formed decisions. This factor became a sig- narrative axd not just statistical ways. 
violations or negligence on an employee's nificant reason for the decision of Sun Mi- Don't be afraid to suggest to management 
part. Even then many employers fear em- crosystems to insourre their outsourced li- that you and/or your staff m make valu- 
ployees wili sue for wrongful termination. brary and librarians. able contribations to company initiatives 
Hiring consultants can help employers The Sun Microsystems libray was an and teams. It can go a long way toward 
keep more flexibility in dealing with outsourced operations from its inception, helping establish the library as a important 
changes ir, a company's human resource since Sun viewed any function not directly component to a company's success. 
needs and conditions and eliminate con- core to the mission as an outsourced func- 
cerns regarding terminztion and lawsuits. tion. As information needs and the compa- B i b i i a ~ r a ~ & i ~  
Employers may also hire contract employ- ny grew, the librarian hired to administer Baker, Ronald. "Outsourcing in Riverside 
ees on a full-time basis after evaluating the SUE library tracked whenever their con- County: Anclmaly, Not Prophecy," Lihrmy 
their performance as constl1tants. tractor status bloclced them from helping journal, 15 March 1998, pages 34-57. 
Although nct often acknowledged with- Sun employees. Some potential library cli- Dinerman, Gloria. "The Angst of Out- 
in corporations, downsizing sometimes ents could not discuss any issues with them sourcing," I~omzation Outlook, April 1997, 
helps managers eliminate low performance because they were not part of the team. "By pages 21-24. 
or problem employees without fear of law- documenting 'failures' of outsourcing, we Helfer, Doris Small. "The End of the 
suit. By attributing cuts tcl reducing costs created an argument for msourcing", said Road for the Corporate Library - Or Is It?," 
and returning the company to profitability, Cindy HZ, the head librarian at Sun. They Searcher: 23e flagmizefor Database Pro- 
rather t&an for any specific reason, man- also tracked the bottom line and continually fessionals, January 1998, pages 14-16. 
agement makes it difficdt for an employee analyzed costs of keeping a service in- Helfer, Doris Small. " Insourced or Out- 
to prove mongf-dl termination. Contract em- house vs. outsourcmg it. "Instead of count- sourced: A Tale of Two Libraries," Searcher: 
ployees will never get offered buy-out pack- ing the number of books circulating, we The Magmhefor Database PmJessionals, 
ages on the condition they sign a waiver would identify and measure how that circu- September 1997, pages 68-70. 
agreeing not to sue. latlon (which equals use) helps the users," Helfer, Doris Small. "Not Your Tradition- 
said Cindy Hill. X?ey established good rela- al Librarian Anymore," Searcher: The Mag- 
l ' f i s ~ u ~ ~ h g  tions with potential financial supporters at azine for Database PrgFessionals, May 
While outsoarcing might provide some Sun and proved haw they added value to 1997. pages 66-67, 
employers greater flexibiiity in hiring and daily and long-term operations. Hill, Cynthia. "Insourcing the Out- 
firing, it has a downsice as well. Contract Sun's libray is also located in the mid- sourced Library: The Sun Story, Library 
employees have no loyalty and commitment die of Siicon Valley and its booming econo- Journal, 1 March 1998, pages 46-48. 
to the company, just as the employer has no my. Given the competitive market for librar- Pomgal, Frank. ExpIonng O~tsow~ng: 
commitment to them. This tends to make ians that developeci, the outsourcing agency Case Studies NCotporate Libraries. Washing- 
employee ?mover higher and doesn't typ- could not undercut Sun's cost by hiring ton, DC, Special Libraries Association, 1997. 
c d y  allow fcr ti:e establishment of a long- staffers at much lower rates. All the full- Wordsworth, Anne. "Outsourcing: A 
term corporate memory or loyalty to the or- time outsourced staff had full benefits in Tempest in a Teapot," Library journal, 1 
gznization. More resources must go into order to continne to attract talented people. March 1998, page 46. 8 
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Business case strzdies, ccmmoniy sfr~d- . ~ecently begm c u h g  secondary research 
ied in graduate school courses, can be help- on a company's proposed global expansion 
FJI preiiminary research bols to understznd strategy by orderkg a h d K i  of case stud- 
competitors' past strategies and situations, ies on top European coqetEors' forzys 
Iearn about market extries or prod~ct into specific international markets. 
iaunches, and to gain cross-industry Hzrvard case studies can be searci~ed by 
kcowledge based on concrete, concise sce- *Lice, subject, and mthor, and a qxery can 
narios. However, case shidies are not neatly be set to i n d ~ d e  a search of Marnard Bud- 
aggregated into a handfd of easily zccessi- ness He??ieew (HBR) a i d e s  also. Cases $pi- 
biz sources. They reside wiciin textbook calk$ cost jess than $6.38 per copy. One 
chapters, as brief references in journal arti- drawback of HBSP case studies is that, un- 
des, or disguised as company profiles in . like the HBR artides, they z e  not avail&le 
the business and trade press. Ody a h a d  . to be dov\i~Joaded eiectronimfly from Lie 
%I of somes on the web provide access r:~ . web site, in fzct, <ley are not avaiiable eIec- 
mse stxdes: certain business school sites tronicaliy at ail, but t%ey may be ordered 
and Cie sites of some providers of cnIine o n h e  t h r o ~ ~  the web site. 
services t~ business are best bets. 
$.tafP p$ 5.; ~sy,>';3.<.; .>.: 
... .$.,. :. .., . :. .:, < ,.: a : <.; 
Hanard Business School Publishing 
(HBSP) (http://rn.hi?sp,hanard.edbi) is , access b some of its case shdies on the web 
the most comprehensive scurce of case is Staxford (h~: i / \m-gb.smford.edl i i  
studies, providing access to over 9,500 researcNpzpe:icases/mselist.htm). Cases 
sources. In addition to Eaward's cases, listed here, some but not a2 of which z e  ab- 
Creir catalog includes a selection of cases - stracted, x e  either ava2ab;:e %om the Stan- 
from Business Enterprise Trust, Design ford Graduate School of Buskess 5y pkme 
Management Institute, Stanford Uni~ersiLy~ or e-ma3 order, or from Harvxd Etlsiness 
and Cre University of Westen Ontario's School f%biishing. In aari&km tc cases, 
Ivey School of Business. Altho~gh U S .  , Stanford's G r a h t e  School of Business web 
companies seem most heaviiy represented, site l,http:llm,7-gsb.stanford.edu!resd 
the catalog also indudes cases of non-U.5 research.htm 1 Lxhdes a searchable catalog 
companies, and those covering interna- of research paper abstracts. 
tionai issues and strategy. For example, ! . The web site of The University of 
pan Keieher is a pracoke rcserrrch specialisf at A. T: Kearngx Chicago, IL, and can b e- 
mailed atjea~l_kelehe~atkeamey,corn. She earned her M.L'.L.,~.~"+Q~ The University gf 
Mich@an. Jean would like fg thank cdZeagues Lon2 Zdynda and John Pmerl ty f~r  &sir 
sugqestions to thb piece. 
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Research in Security Prices lists working 
papers (http:llgsbww.uchicago,edu/fac/fi- 
nancelpapers); and the Marketing depart- 
ment's papers are abstracted ( http:// 
gsbmkt.uchicago.edu/Papers/WPSShtd ). 
The Duke Center for International Busi- 
ness Research and Education provides ab- 
stracts of its working papers (f:ttp:l/ 
www.hqua.duke.edulfaculty/ciberlwp.htm), 
as do some departments at Berkeley's Haas 
(http:llhaas.berkeley.edui-citml 
research.hm;l) , including The Fisher Center 
for Management and Information Technology. 
Diaiog "Case Study'" 
lndexing M d s  Wetrimmi 
In addition to the business schools' sites 
on the web, Dialog b7eb (http:/1 
www.dia1ogweb.com) allows for indexed 
searching which, in certain files, can yield 
targeted results for the researcher seeking 
case studies. File 13, Business & Manage- 
ment Practices, is indexed with "case 
study" as a document type (DT=). A num- 
ber of other Dialog files commonly include 
"case study" or "case studies" in the descrip- 
tor field. Those fdes with the most instances 
of "case study" descriptors are File 15, ABI/ 
INFORM (with over 100,000 hits), and File 
148, IAC Trade & Industry Database (with 
over 1 9 , W  hits). In these files, combining 
the descriptor "case stud?" with the expanded 
company name should return robust results. 
Additional Dialog f?es that contain a 
significant number of articles coded with 
"case study'' or "case studies" as a descrip- 
tor include File 75, IAC Management Con- 
tents, File 88, IAC Business A.R.T.S., File 
Michigan's Center for International Busi- www.darden.edu/case/bib), with over 1,300 139, EconL, File 484, Periodical Abstracts 
ness Educa';ior: (CIBE) (http:/I cases, case series and technical notes. Cases PlusText, File 553, M'Zson Business Ab- 
www.bus.umich.edu/~esearch/cibe/ canbeordereddirectlyfromthesite. stracts Full Text, and File 624, McGraw-Hill 
ABSTR4CT.HTM) hosts some international Many of the other top business schools Publications Online. 
case smdies, as well as a list of CIBE pub- publish working papers on their sites, and Case studies provide concrete examples 
lications that may be of secondary re- these can be helpful in keeping current with and situaticns from which business profes- 
search xterest. Other potentially useful re- research in your area. Sloan's School of sionals can both glean best practices and 
sources availasle through The University Management Working Papers Index lists all witness miszikes. As part of a secondary 
of Michigan Business School's site include papers back to 1972 in a searchable format; research or competitive intelligence pro- 
the research pubiications and working pa- papers can be ordered for $20.00 to $74.00 gram, case studies offer a u~ique supple- 
pers of the National Quality Research Cen- (http:lllibraries.mit.edu/docs/swpidx.ht). ment to more common information formats 
ter (http:/lw~w.bus.~imich.edu/research/ Other schools have no uniform catalogs, and approaches. Although there is stii no 
nqrc/resesrch.htnl) and digitized faculty but particular depsrtments make their cas- definitive, single source for case studies, 
working papers (http:lliib.bus.umich.edu). es, papers, and publications available. The the web hosts a number of sites that, used 
The Darden School of Business at The University of Chicago's Center for Decision alongside conventionaI online sources and 
University of Virginia provides its Darden Research lists its publications (http:/1 old-fashioned textbooks, can yield a bounty 
Case Eibiiog~aphy on the Web (http:/1 gsbdrl.uchicago.edlI/papers); its Center for of useful information. 8 
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.. - .  . . The only thing worse than not encugh informatio:~ is ana i~nkmg process that  ieads even novice users 
too n~uch. Now you can rovide mea~zin&ul information quickly to answers, not a sea of data. Delivered via 
. ,  
to your organization with the insite product suite. internet or intranet w ~ t h  tools that make your life 
Products tailored to users' most coninlon, pressing easy: world-class support, Cat-5ee pl-iciilg and srperior 
business questions whether they're in marketing, ease of use. People count -11 you for the knowiedge 
sales, planiling or IT. A unique information mapping to get ahead. Count on I n S e  to help you breathe easier. 
IFLA Conference 1 9 9 8 :  
S R O A  S 
ATIO  
by f red Casey gal was awarded the International Book Award for 1998 from the 
International Book Committee. The need to continue to fight for the 
right of aII people to have access to informatior, was stressed dur- 
The sixty-fourth IFLA General Conference convened in Amster- ing the presentadons in this session. As State Secretary Rick van 
dam, The Setherlands, &gust 16-21, 1998. The quality of the pre- der Ploeg stated in his address, "Freedom can only exist where 
sentations, the festivities of the social events, the variety of partici- books and libraries exist and books and libraries can exist only 
pants, the work done during business meetings, the vibrancy of the - where freedom exists." 
city, and the cooperation of the weather made this a conference a . During the closing ceremonies, C!e Executive Board announced 
huge success. : that it had created a Publisher Relations Taskforce. It also will be pro- 
Attending the conference were 3,328 colleagues from 120 cour,- - v i ~ ~ g  a report in the future on the examination that has been devoted 
tries, all of whom enjoyed the opening ceremony starting with a Iiv- . to the mcture  of IFLA, including its goals and purposes. During the 
ing tableau of Rembrandt's Nightwatch. At this same ceremony, course of the conference it was reported that 2,132 professional meet- 
tkey were weicomed to the culturally diverse city of Amsterdam ings were conducted and that eight new discussion groups were 
S T R E S S E D  DIBWIN 
which prided ir self on holdkg the Gay Games prior to the IFLA con- 
ference and an important international conference on women's is- 
sues immediately following. The city is also proud of the $60 mil- 
lion dollxs bezg devoted to a new library of the future that will be 
located in the center of the city. This library (like all other public li- 
karies in tine city) will be =tally accessible to the handicapped, 
In addition to last year's newly elected IFLA President Mdm. 
Christine Deschamps' welcome, the Deputy Mayor of Amsterdam; 
the ncwiy elected State Secretary of Education, Culture, and Sci- 
ence; and a t%SCO representative all extended tiieir greetings to 
the attendees. During this session, Maria Jose Maoura from Portu- 
Fred C a s q  is trssktmt executive director, Programs dt Strutegfc 
Dme1opment at Special Libraries Assodahon. He may be reached 
ct:fled@slia. or-. 
formed. Lack of interest will cause the contributed papers sessions to 
be discontinued at future conferences. In addition, extensions of wel- 
come to future conferences in Bangkok, August 18-28, 1999, and 
Jemsalem, August 13-18,2000, were made and Berlin was named as 
the site of the 2003 IFLA General Conference. FinaIly, the announce- 
ment was made that a mirror site for IFWET is jeirig established at 
the National Library of Singapore for tile regions of Asia and Oceana. 
The Cultural Foundation National Library-United Arab Eairates is be- 
ing invited to host a mirror site as well. These two sites will join the 
mirror site in France and the host site ir, Canada. These additional 
sites should assist in ensuring rapid access to the information on IF- 
LsLVET for all interested parties aroucct the globe. 
In addition to a variety of tours of libraries and other sites of- 
fered in The Netherlands and surroundir:g countries, there were 
also a few social gatherings to attend. Following the opening ses- 
sion, a reception was held in the RAI Congress Center complete with 
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excellent food, refreshing drinks. and outdoor entertainment pro- association) gave ihe presentation, "'Can 3ne Association Weazar Tim 
vided by slapstick actors and an authentic Dutch Xuegass band. Hats: Membership vs. Advocacy? 
On the second night, evects were heid jointly at [he SLIeepvzae- Storms defined advocacy as the trandation of professional is- 
museum acd the Metropoiis Museum With boats runtling between sues ro decisioc-xakers. %ere are two kinds of advocacy: pas- 
the two iocaticns. The night before the dosirig ceremony afforded sive-actkg when an issue touches yon ictecseiy or wait mtil 
the attendees to dance the night away at a Iocai disco. SLA azend- something occurs and then act; and active-initiating and p~Zing 
ees had the oppomnity to attecd two speciai events. The f i s t  was issues on the agenda. 
the U.S. Caums meeting and recep2on held at the beautif-d P i i~ze r  The tensions fieids that can occur are: 
Hotel, hosted this year by AH delegates from the United a. Advocacy vs. Professionai Deiieloprflent 
SQtes were invited to attend this event. The second affair was a 5. Professions! vs. Poiitid Thinking 
dinner especiagy for §LA delegates, arranged tKs year by Daan c. Social Basis vs, the Innova'Lor 
Boom. The beautifcl Kort Res2uract v ~ s  the site of this fm event d. InitiaLe vs. Realize 
where SLA attendees had an oppomnity to gather and share their e. Ins'Liid'Lioc vs. Individuals 
experiences of the conference. B. Tasks of Staff vs. Tasks of the EieEed Officer 
Overall, the conference was weli organized and Lie programming g. Pecision-Maker 
was both interesting ar,d usefd  It sets a standad for izext year's The 2eai presentation was given 3y CChrisCinna Stenberg of C?e 
Banglwk conference, "On the Threshold of a Kew Century: Libraries Swedish Libmy Association. B e  association, cuzently with 2 staff 
as Gateways to aan Edigfitened Wodd." of eight, was founded in '1965 and has 1,008 individual and 500 
instiZiticnal ~embers .  Bil types of Ebraries are mezbers, but cor- 
porate iibrzries are the minority This association focgk for the act 
#s a a t  provided public lib:ary access to all citizem 
. During her presentation, Stenberg described the old hiemchi- 
Helen G. Kooijman-ZVnles, president of the Netherlands Ubrar- cal structure of Cqe organizatioc and Ciec explained tf^ :eir re- 
ies Association made the first presen'stioc, "Navigating a New struc?ariag in 1992. Although the new structwe was intended to 
CGarse for the Netherlands Lkary  P,sseciatien." T3e assoiiaMon Is 
comprised of 3,093 individual and 600 i n s t i~~~ ionz l  members. It 
has one fuli time secreky and the rest are voiunteers. The associa- 
tion is given no government support. 5FLA MEMBER Refer ts wwlha.fssl[orma9iescra~;1PIooL.cols8 
The association was considering a name &ange. Eowever, the far fsIB text eP La folfowiaf repefis 
larger question arose, Is it a name change the association needed or 
was there a larger problem? Looking at makng chacges in an orga- XFLA Section an Classification and Indexing 
5y Marcia Lei Zeng 
nizatntion is difficuk with volunteer leaders who work for the associ- 
ation in their free t h e .  What is thek incentive for maki6in.g &e nec- Section on CataIoguixPg 
essary changes? by Dorothy McGary 
The association used their journal and listsew to commznicate IFLA Section of University Libraries 
with the profession regarding possible changes Lie association Keporr I 3 7  Jews h u  
needed 'Lo make in order tc address these issnes. After gexing 
feedbzck from these sources, the ieadership held a retreat. IFL4 Seceon for the Building and E q ~ i p ~ e n t  Secthm by Sharon Gawe The conclxsions from <?is exercise are: 
1) The speed of change is determined by the rearguard. HFLA Standing Committee for the Section 
2) Chazge is impossibie if the distance between the foremnners of Government Libraries 
and the reargxard is too gear. ~ T J  Edward I. Vaiauskas 
3) Managing chmge is a professicnai job. Section of the MciQ Scien&e Sedion 
Peter Lohr made the next presen&ition regarding the Library m d  by lean Porter 
Informatior. Association of South Africa. This is a new association IFLA Section on Biobgical and Media l  LibraEies %?@ion formed ficm two cf three previous associations that dewloped as a by Renee Gush 
result of the political atmosphere in South Africa. This was not an 
amdgazation. The more recent changes in the political climate in IFM Section on Informadon 
tiie country dtilowed for the split. Technology Standing C-omtmiEee by fYlonica, Ertel Because the hvo previous associations were disbanded, it has 
been difficult to recrui new members for the new orgmiza&ion. It IFLa Section of Geography and Map Libraries 
has no history and people axe unsuri: of Its benefits. Woneli?eiess, by David McQufilzrl 
the association is getting ready to have its first conference, "Xenais- If;;tA Section on Document Ddivery and Interlending 
sance of South African Libraries." by Una Gmrky 
Next, Execctive Eirebor Mark S',orms, V W D  {Flemish ii5raly 
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flatten the orgalization, the board has allowed new committees to As people move into alternative careers, they need to be remind- 
form without d:s5andi1g the older ones. Nevertheless, the bueaucracy ed of their ties to the information profession. 
has beer redxed, but the reorganization lacks membership input. Tt has been said by some corporate rr,anagerr,ents that their in- 
forrnatior, professions provide too much information. However, this 
C ~ R P ~ W E  FOR CROW DESCUSS~ON ~ R U P  begs the question, "What happens when that one piece of critical 
_ Forrred in 1997, the first meeting of the Corporate 6r FG: infgrmation is missing?" The proper balance needs to be found in 
Profit Discussion was lead by Cindy Hili. The meeting attracted providing the right information and not excessive datz. 
eleven attendees. It was suggested that putting information professionals on 
The rlocr was open ta discuss tbe following topics: knowiedge teams may be the best way to determine the value of the informa- 
managenient, i:.cquisition or access issues, information audits, tion they provide. A trend may be developing to separate the staff 
copyright vs. iicensing, domsizing, end-user training, and busi- from the physical space of the information center in order to be- 
ness inteillgence. come a more active participant in projects and developing the nec- 
The group opened with a &&cussion on copyright ks-des in the ar-  essary rapport wifn their clients. 
porak setting. The group felt that many corporate attorneys are not Business intelligence and knowledge management were also 
sawy on Chis issue and nelect to confer with the information profes- discussed. Business intelligence is the informai and formal infor- 
sionals h their organizations to educate themselves on the issue. mation and the externai and intern21 information of a corporation. 
Next, wiLi respect to downsizing, often the price of finding Knowledge management involves behavior& issues. How do you 
ir,forma:ion is not cost-effective if the librarians or library is reward someone for providing their information and adding it to 
downsized. It nay  take longer to find the correct information the pot? It is an investment they are making. What do they get out 
and cosi more to 3ave the search completed. It was noted that in of making such an investment? These questions need to be an- 
some cases where tine library has been eliminated, the librarians swered if you expect employees to contribute to the inteuecgual cap- 
have been assign?& to various teams in the organization. This ital of the organization. 
trend to eliminate the actual space but not the information pro- In Bangkok, the Group's meeting topic wil! be on business intel- 
fessional nay  increase the number of special librarians needed ligence. using a panel to keep the discussion focused. 8 
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IRC staff is o&en asked where the fibray/ 
information cerzer should be posizicned in 
an organization. Although rareiy the answer 
desired, I say that it probably does not nzt- 
'Ler as long as you have someone important 
in the organization promotikg your intaests. 
I arpge that the information we find is re!e- 
van: to dl the departments in the crganiza- 
ticn, and therefore we do not iogicaiiy 3'; 
anywhere. This can be both an advantage 
and disaGvantage, and m&es it ali the more 
impoFi.nt to have a pcwer3d benefactcr bat- 
t k g  for you. However powerhi  yo^ baner 
may be, teamwork is the ~Xmate  decider$ 
a ~ d  we %formation professionals z e  ideally 
suited for tkat role. 
S W s  "Ompetendes fx Special Likxi- 
&IS of the Zlst Centxry" (hEp:lim.s~a.org/ 
p:ofessi3n&comp.htil:i) makes many refer- 
ences to teamwork 2nd pzltnershi~s. In order 
to identify the icformation needs and infor- 
mation technology requirements of &e orga- 
nization, we must becoxe pizyers in 
project or i.rfomation management team. 
We must not ody keep abreast of the devel- 
opments in information teiinology, but m s t  
know enough &o'~t how each system work 
to ensure that the very best use is made of it, 
or be abie to recommend that it is not wed 
at aZ. Too often management wants to 
make an investment in the latest teCcnoio- 
gy before it has been established wiietiier it 
actually improx~es access to relevant infor- 
mation. We must seek zlliances with man- 
agement informatior: systems professiona!~ 
to optimize complemeintary knowledge and 
sk i s .  Eeca~se of our natural ability to ex- 
plain complicated issues in a user-friendiy 
way, this is a great oppcmnity to shize in 
a tea= situation and further cur personal 
cache within the organization. 
Use C2e time on t i e  big teams to forge 
partnerships WZT other areas. There z e  aI- 
ways unoficial teams in an organiza5on. 
Jose-Marie Griffiths states the ab&y to it?- 
laborate is one of the gve c:ilical d~aracteris- 
tics of the new information professions';. .We 
cz~riot knew or do it ali. We mnst cooperate 
wi& our feIoiw workers, by hznessing thek 
skills md combinhg them wit?? on: own to 
create effective results. We do x e d  to be 
J a c i h - o f - a a s  and masters of commni- 
aticns. ?Vhen SLKs motto v m  recognized 
as a registered trademark, Exec~tive Director 
David Sende: described 3LA members as 
strategic teax: advisors, constzntly puging 
knowledge to work. 
Wiere bexer to put know!edge to work 
than Cirough the ~omi:any~s knowiedge 
management system? Yon won't get f z  
thougk if you try to set 2 up withont tezm- 
we?<. In the  st instance, there needs to be 
an Intracet team to oversee and advise on 
Cie content and technical side of creating the 
Intrmet, the main v e M e  through w5icii the 
knowledge management system works. 
mowiedge fzcilia5on requires being an ac- 
tive decision-mdier in Intranet team; said 
Lucy MarshaU in 5er Online magaine a& 
de. As informtion professionals, it72 should 
aireadj kzow how the knowledge manage- 
ment system can becam usefd tool fix 
the organization, but I a n  not convkced 
that many other people ix the organization 
really understan6 its potentid, cr even if 
they do, how they are gokg to mdie best 
rrse of it. Our role sho~ ld  be Q find out 
throug?? srrxeys or prefexibly one-on-one 
discussions vrhat each user expects to obW! 
from the system and &sc to exp'iain in prac- 
%d terns how it is going to be a benefit tc 
then. A kxowkdge mmagexect system 
'~Aicii does not try to q k r e  the inteiZectml 
capital of the orgaizz.',icn -w;iI not i' ~e meet- 
ing its firU lotentid as an inform&m man- 
agenenr tool, Withoct everyone bxying ia 
to :he system: it wili not becone a txly ef- 
fective too!. Even a3er the Xntranet team 
has successfnlly com$ete"ledts task, some 
form of kcowledge managemeet team will 
be required to kee? the system current, rei- 
evant, interesting, and FUN. kforma3cn 
has t~ be applied if it is to become kxowj- 
edge, so let's s a k e  the intrmet Peopie 
have 3 lot of CL:G&I~ giving rrp information 
which <ley have gxarded fierceiy for mzny 
years. We ali hzve a tendency to defend our 
turc even if we don't adzit it. 
I started by refereng ~o the iibrzry's pa- 
sition in tke organization. Whether we like 
2- 
;L or not, it is changing. Companies are Bat- 
tenicg Lieir stmftzres from verticg to hori- 
zontal, which mzy weE be a gea t  opportu- 
nity for 2s. It is much easier tc set np infer- 
xa i  teams ir, a horizontally strucr;~red orga- 
nization. Cresting ? e m s  to consider tiie rel- 
evance and xser-friendiiness of th.e 
Intraeet, to discuss program area :inform- 
592 recjcirement priorities, % consider the 
ongoing impienenatioin of company's stra- 
- .  tegic plan, or any other areas in TM~IIC~ the 
delivery of information is import;mt. The 
more people that share the information in 
their areas, t3e easier it is to harness inte- 
lectuai capftal and xake it availabie to a2. 
And if we are t k  catalysts behind the con- 
centra5on of Liis ccn~etitive intelligence, 
it's not going to Co us any harm. We sh.3uId 
be striving for &e GIG, C l i e  position and 
thereby dispensing the need fcx the power- 
0 T 
rzi benefa.c:cr to secure our jobs. 
There is no biueprint for survival, but 
t y  getting off your &rf and ontc teams. 8 
j Tiie !RC is sponsored by LEXS-WEXS. i 
i 
ow spend less time hunting 
or media data ... and more 
time result 
N ow, it's easier than ever to find the media information 
yo$ need .:. and reach the media 
pros yo2 need to reach! 
That's because Working Press 
of the Nation 1999 gives ycu 
the most complete media data- 
base evec compiled - and it's 
srnartty organized to ensure fast, 
produc:ive iook-ups whether 
Y C U ' Y ~  szeking an editor at a 
sirigie publicatioc: or all the TV 
siations in an entire region. 
The 40 time-saving sections 
make it easy to m c k  down media 
resources or contacts - by name, 
subject, region, type of media, 
type of personrel, and other 
search critera. f3r each organiza- 
tion, yo~ ' l i  find 100% verified data 
inciuding address, phone num- 
bers, a:?d fax numbers ... person- 
nei ... ownership ... e-maii address 
and LVeD site ... agd a wealth of 
pertinei% details about print or 
broaacasr activities, 
if yo$ wcrk with the media - or 
provice media data for those who 
peed it - Working Press of the 
Nation 5999 is the best source 
avsilaSie to ensure error-free 
research and rnis~ake-proof 
contacts a l  year long. Order 
your copy now! 
COMPLETE SET 
Sept. I998 0-8352-4044-4 $429.95 
Firsr-Time Standing Orde: Prlce: $386.95 
Aiso avaiiable separateiy: 
Volume 1: Newspaper Directory 
features 8,000 daily, weekly, 
trade, arjd specialized newspa- 
pers; and 140 news services 
and feature syndicates. 
0-8352-4046-0 $239.03 
Volume 2: Magazhes & Internal 
Publications Directory covers 
5,660 magazines and 1,700 
newsietlers in consumer, trsiie, 
and pvofessionai markets; plus 
1,000 corporate, government, 
and association pdications. 
0-8352-4047-9 @ $239.00 
Volume 3: TV & Radio Directory 
inciudes 14,000 n/ and radio 
stations; 280 TV. radic, and cable 
networks; and over 6,090 locai 
TV and radio program nation- 
wide. 0-8352-4048-7 * $239.00 
RRB 12: Cha9ion Road New Provideme, NJ 07974 
RR 3 O W R  wi.bowke:.com 
9 A Unit of Cabers Ecsiaess Infonnaticn 
Call toll-free 1 -888-BOWKER2 
!188&269-5372) oc write to: 
9.9. Bowker. P.O. Box 31, New Frovldence, NJ 07974. 
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J@uana% Access 
Krumenaker, Lawrence NetJou~nal Dire& 
tory: The Cata[og of Full Text Periodici?k 
Archived on the WerM Wide We& 
Woodstock, GA Hermograph Press, 1998, 
462 p. ISBN 0-9656775-6-0 
If you wo& in a libray that relies on web- 
based access 'Lo o W t  the %E text of artides 
from periodical jomnds and reseach p.abEca- 
tions, the Net.Jomal Dimtop is for you. 
This publication, now irl its third edition, re- 
portedly inchides listings for over 10,003 ti- 
tles. The chief criterion for hc!.asion in thii 
directory is that a puXcatior. can be accessed 
i h r ~ ~ g h  a web-based service, either dkegly 
from the publisher of the periodid 
from a servke &at provides access ts mdtiple 
title and dazibase archives. 
A typical directory entry includes C!e ba- 
sic title and, w h e ~  availabie, direct web bj% 
of a periodid ~vitil a t&&x Esting of '&e 
coverage dates and format avaiabZity of 
items from a variety of vendors. "ag- 
gregator web arcEzives" range from Didog- 
Web to Dow Jones Interactive 'La EsQuest 
Direct to EBSCOhost. In a& t3ey include 
nearly twenty major archives, liice4y to be 
used by corporate iibraries and Izge am- 
demic institutions. The thtrd edition was ex- 
panded to include the additiocal :aes avaZ- 
able through OCLC's Firstsearch service, as 
wen as the reQUESTer service from Lexis- 
Wexis. The publisher indicated that t k y  are 
considering adding coverage for the Worth- 
ern Light service in the fou,rti? edition. 
( e g ,  Ad& Acrobat) versions of materials this book should appeal to a broad ax&- 
o&e. There is zjso a s i d e  to the sear& ence of librarians, educators, 2nd iexners. 
comnznds and optiocs for zany of the in- . it m s t  be noted, however, t2at the editors 
ckded services, wZcil the pablisher $m to have estzbiished a somewhat carrower fieid 
exparid for the fxrth edition. than migk be hoped for with the wide- 
As one search example, oce might be rangi';ong [ice. 
looking for a copy of an azicle from a back - Dishxe iearnsg is here def~qed as "z 
issue of tfi magazine. The Iw,,rQumni Di- form of dlsance ed:xation uskg eq~ipped 
rectory 1isS thirteen piaces where yo6 can and wired dassroaxs to prr6ide courses to 
obtain articIes; with. begiming dates rang- s$~dents not p3ysic&y presem at the oris- 
ing frcm 1982 throe@ 1995, depending on natLrlg campis of :he course." This defini- 
the service. The majority of the servikes of- 233 implies coiiege- and ranive:sity-spn- 
fer text-ody versions, but one appears CLQ sored comes rather 5 ~ 8 ~  trzking or con- 
include graphics and anatller offers Adobe tinukg edxcation offered by professiond as- 
Acrobat (PDF) versions of &ides. ssciations or private concerns. It also implies 
If you ot;'afn fd-text versions of pnbIi- comes ddivered to s e x d  slcde:7ts in es- 
catisicsns prizarzy t h z @  direct, dial-ap ser- tablished gonps racrer than to individcd 
vices k a more tradition& manner &e., lexners ir, a work, Iibrauy, home, or o t k r  
cornmmicatiocs connection directly to Xa- setting, The dezcition thus reflects the con- 
log, texis-Nexis, etc.), a pshiication lke  siderably older history of distance learning, 
Fulltext Sources Online (FSC?) will likely suit v~hich begx: &rough correspondence cows- 
ymr xeeds =ore adequately. Tke chief dif- es, television Badbiflg, and travehg hstxc- 
ference between the m a  is t!12t. FSO pr~vides Zors, r a c k  than the nemr reality sf dis- 
Iistings for d i n e  resources avzilahie . tmce iearning t 5 m ~ g h  Interne: techmlogy, 
&rough trzditio';onaI online database vendo:~, known variously as ASL jAsynct.xonous 
irrespective of format or deEvey met!!od. Learning) or oclhe courses. 
: f i e  Net;p?cmd Dieecc~y is fomsed on W ~ a t  is presented h a e  is an exceB.ext se- 
%ose services that; provide archives of infor- ries sf essays 3x6 suppomg d o c ~ ~ e n t s  that 
mar,ion tlrough web-based services, either describe, largely from Cle viewpoht of Ii'~rz4- 
as the direc: pcblishe: sf the information or m a ~ t ~ o r s ,  various &stance ~ ~ ~ i ~ g  modeis 
as an aggregate vendor. AE in &, cb@ employed. 3y universities in the United States 
many titles svedap between the two dire&- =d Austraiia. Especially noteworthy ccntri- 
ries, the mrn5er and name of induded pro- butions kciude Maybdee Jones' %o- 
viders are dissimilar enough for +die two m s  7. Moore's dess:ption of the history 
publicatlions t~ remain uniqce. (sixe 1 971) of extexdec: m ~ u s  li'hary ser- 
The Net../~urndl Director-./ provides an in- vices at CeckzI Mi&gm 'u'niversity; Nm-y " .  
vaIuabie way for likarians to be able to 
quickly conpax avaiIa3ie formats, prices, 
and coverage for inckaded periodicak, and 
they do this ir; a well-presented, seemingy 
comprehensive Eanner. Based on a title's dt- 
rectory entry, one can quickly make a dezi- 
s i o ~  as to which format and/or which ven- 
dor is most fa?&%, most easily accessed, or 
on a fxed-rate or rehced-rate s'dbsaiption 
plan. One major attraction of the PJet,]oumai 
Directory, not widely avaiIabie in any ssimila= 
directory, is that it indicates which services 
inckde graphid andlor FJE-page rendition 
Academic Support Sewice 
Snyder, A. Caidyn; Fax, I James, Libraries 
and Other Academic Support Sewices for 
Distance Learning. Greenwich, CE JAl Press, 
In&, 1999. 334 px JSBRI: 0-7623-62282 
Ere ubiquity of the Internet has pushed 
distance !earning programs to the fore, and 
- 
E-i. Dewdd's arid Giorizrxa St. C1&s expia- 
nation cf active and ~~iI&isora&e L x n k g  Ll 
PencsyIvania Sate Universii-y's fiesP~m3,r- 
Ievd Frajeci Vision d i n e  come; E&ad 
- ~ 
sm's and Marie Tirerese Vaz Dj&s de?&'zg 
Oniine searching of the scientific journal literature. ' that relates to your search. Full bibliographic data, 
Quick-what's the first thing that comes to mind? author abstracts, and, of course. cited references. All 
updated weekly. If it's not SciSeai-ch on STN, you might want to gwe 
it a second thought. , Add STN's distinctive command language and its 
I special features for crossfile searchirig of ?he Chemical Gcly SciSearch offers cited reference searching. So 
Abstracts file, and you've got a powerful combination 
as you search over 5,600 of the world's most presti- 
of search capabilities you woc't find anywhere else. gious, sci?olarly publications, you can move forward 
, 
or backward in time-from 1974 to the present-to SciSearch on S T N .  Don't give it a second thought. 
quickly retrieve complete information on every article Call STN today at 1-800-753-4227. 
rssr. 
Institute for Scientific Informatione 
3501 Market Streer. Philadelphia, PA 19104 U.S.A. Telephone: 1-800-336-4474 or 215-386-Dl00 Fax: 215-386.29: l Zmzil: sa!es@isir?e:.zom 
Base! Science Park, Uxbridge K38 3PQ, United Kingdom Tekphone: +44-1895-2703i6 Fax: +44-1895-256710 E-ma:;: .;.ksales@isinst.com 
Paaiaceside Bnildlng 5?, l-I-l Hi:o:subashi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 103-00C3. Ja3an Telephone: +PI-3-5218-6530 Fax: +8 1-3-5222-1 280 E-mail: jpinfo@isir,et.com 
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Since this month's issue is foc-~sed on 
teamwork 1 thoilght <?is would be a good 
opportunity to highlight the teamwork ic- 
voived with %A's financial stabzty. T;!e 
group effort- begm wi<i the Mnance Con- 
mittee wor'Xng on a long-range finarxid 
plan to ensure the long-term Rnmcial sta- 
, . .  
odlty of the association. The Finance Com- 
xiittee worked with the board of directors, 
staff, aand independent financial cons'11itan8 
in developing the pian, as well as the nnit 
leaders and members in implementing the 
plan. Along the way, members and leaders 
provided vakable opinions and supportive 
feedback. One notable resalt of the team- 
work in action was die endorsement sf Lie 
new dues rates. The new dues rates for 
1999 were approved by the membership '3gi 
a seventy-two percent margin. 
The increased funding from &e dues 
wili support the areas the members have 
deemed importact to their professionai in- 
terests and grow& 
Competency: Ensnring that SLA members 
have opportunities to devdoy: their pro- 
fesslcnd competencies sk'liis tP;rou@ 
dynanic, contim~ous learning; experi- 
ence; md  knowledge opportmities. 
Vaine of the Profession: Nzlmwhg the 
gap between the vake of the informa- 
tion professional and the perceived vai- 
ue of information professionals 2nong 
decision-makers through the active p- 
motion of and access to the professioc. 
Baok Rwkws, fron! p2ge 38 
(Staxatt and Hosteller9 and She~herd]; tk~e 
North Dakora Urjversity System (D'hdraia) ; 
and tile University of Alabama (Rcdgers) . 
An appendix wit!! the resdts of 2 1995 
SPEC Survey of AKL Iibraries conducted by 
editor Snyder paints a picture of ratlie1 liim- 
ited participation by research institctions at 
that time. Over one-hndred pages reprint 
World Wide Web pages on distance learn- 
ing frox five of the universities profiied in 
the book, captxred apparentiy during the 
Virtual Association: UtiIizing technolo- brigkt wri& promise. ?he p l a  vnfi gve %A 
gy whereby aii members have access to the opport:~nit~~ o cor:?kae offerkg its many 
the associatio3n's prodccts a d  sewkes cut%!g-edge yrodram and servkes, zed ad- 
globally, equitably, and continuowly. vmce 69e association's ieadershig role in ocr 
Member Benests: Providing nmt5ng- glob& knovdedge-based society 8 
edge products and services to SLA's 
members. 
Xie FA t e a  has worked diiigecdy wid by Bichard WwlIaceI SLA Pcas~rep: For 
respect6~Ey iq developiig and implementkg more inJonnation on X o n g  Mcztters or t~ 
the Iong-range finaxid plan. As a resilt, cnr conldute to fie mlumn, pieme c m f ~ c f  
futxre as zm association and a grofessior, is Wallace (~~~~2Icece~esL"t~Iey.com). 
ziddle months of 1996. The extecsive web search of library support. It sands as a use- 
doc~menkition, an e x c e h t  ard extensive f-d aand impc:'~nt dccumen&tion of the de- 
annotatec! bibliograpk:y by Preece and Ws- v d o p e n t  cf zci~cation deiiveg to &s- 
sen, and the ti7oughtfcI essays com3ice tc persed sGde~t s  at one poict in tine. As 
provide a thorough history of university li- such it is recommended for aSi schools of 
braries' response to the challenge of ds- educztion and libra~/information science, 
tance learning in the mid-1990s. 2nd for any ccilege or university xoving a- 
%is is not a book that will provide im- ward distance Iearnicg programs. g 
mediate, prac2cal g~iJidelices for Iibrariacs 
who need tc: define a~ ,d  $isti& their support !y Susanne @ m e r  B special 
of newer networkec: learning methods. 3or prgkcfs edito,? Choice magmjie. She may 
is it ar, answer book for distance learners in be mzchzd' L7cf S@ismer@ala-choice.og. 
find it here. 
CAS Registry is the world's largest database of chemicai substances, i nc iud iq :  
0 77 million substance records for chemicais reported in pa tens 
and chemical literature since 1957; 
the largest zoliection cf  organic substances-more than 12 million, 
drawn from both journai ar&les and patents; 
0 more than 19 million chemicai and commercial substance names; 
0 CAS Registry Numbers@, the international standard for concise 
and reiiable substance identificaticn. 
Uss CAS Registry for authoritative substance information. Call 1-800-753-4227 
or E14-447-3700. Or visit oilr Web site at http://www.cas.org. 
Ragiss;q is avaI$ab$s <gPai3gh ~ i : ~ ~ ~ n & ~ ~ z .  cr ST$$ Espgs" A division of the American 
C h n i s a l  Society. 
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e are diving headlong into 1ntra.net deveiop- R ~ W C B  
As we saii into <ie twenty-fzst ceraxy, ment and are i e a r ~ n g  about data ware- Web farming :s based on the idea that 
"Integration" should be engraved on ail our housing, data mining, and related concepts, information external to the organization 
mastheads. GB all the concepts prcffered as Another niche in IT just waiting for spe- is as valaiuable to s:rategic decisions and 
key trends of our eleceo-life, this one is per- cia! Izbrarians is web farming. One 3f the pianricg as information ceilected from in- 
haps most vital for special librarians. ER- latest, hottest technologicai issues related iLO ternal ',.ansaction-based sysiems. Web 
cient e-commerce depends on coordination data warehousing, web farzing provides a farming ideally augments an existing data 
and integration of the information systems perfect opportunity for sped2 librarians CLB warehouse, but it is aiso valaable in con- 
in piace throughout organizations. As spe- team with IT an6 upper management, to texts that Do not include D'W In fact. 
ci2 librarims, we must decide where we be- maximize the value of current s'xiils, and tc much of this prccess is already part of our 
lcng-cut of the ioop or swingk' tile hcop. add vzlne tc cnnenr iibxxy services. job descrigbons. As stated in the SLA 
If it is not our sags that catch <ie winds Competmcies document, the specid ii- 
of our destinies, it wiil be our czpes. The Data brarian "identifies. retrieves, organizes, 
doczmented competencies of special librari- Before plowing on, it wili b to repackages, and presents information in 
ans indeed suggest red and blue spandex put a coupie of terms on 'li?e table. an actionable form." 
snits. Our positions ir, business are unique Data warehousing (DW) grows out of Lr "Reaping 5?e We$," IT CtcnsuIt~nt E- 
and uniquely diverse. We enable visions for C?e need to view corporate operations d a a  chard Eachthorc states that ~ $ 3  farmkg 
organizational change as well as attend :o as  assets to be mined for information reie- "'has the objective of refining web contezt LQ 
typographical details. Our experience ic vant to business govith, especially in de- z systematic ~anner-refining this content 
evakating information sources, our special- vdoping increasingiy customized (or "cus- ip,volves tice processes 3B discovering, ac- 
ized subjectknowiedge, ozr abiiity to select tomer-ized") services. DMT invoives system- quiring, stmctixhg, and dissednating" in- 
and network relevant information products, atizing the collection and integration of en- formation. Ym've doce this for years, right7 
and ocr adeptness at communication and terprise-wide trmsactioc data, une ing  its 
instruction provide a piatforrr:, as many disparate formats, and making it the basis a&% of web Farmh 
have discovered, to interact across compacy for kno~dedge management and decision- According 'Lo Hacwhorn, 5ie goals of 
divisions in creative ways. Tbis ability tc support system (DSS) developrnefi. web farming are: 
build bridges, to team, 'Lo '"ook for partner- For example, a retaiier collects customer To discover web content that is hi&& 
ships and alliances," makes us hot prcper- zip codes at point of sale, This infomation releva~t tc the business 
ties as pacadigrns and miiienia shift. :s ther, transferred to a data warehouse; 0 To acqnire thzt content so it is properly 
there it is queried and reports are generated vaiidz.ted within a historical context 
Yr @@@pi@ + &aL .+ support planning for new store lo& To stmcture the conter,t into a useful 
Arpb ly ,  the most im~ortazt place to tic%. Becmse &2 waxhomes are gener- form that's compatible wirh the data 
seek partnership and alliance is the friendly a@ vast in coverage, a recent trend in this warehouse 
neighborhood Iaformatbon Technology (IT) field is Cie use of afificial inteeiIigence (or To disseminate the content to Lie prcp- 
department. Already, the special librarian inteEigent software agents) to &eviate size er people so it has direct and positive 
knctions, in the words of 5ie SLP, Compe- and time burdens of extracting use% infsr- ixpacts an spedfk business processes 
tencies documer,t, as "a technology applica- nation from data ~~arehouses. To manage the prevzo~s steps :n a sys- 
tion leader who works with other members Data mining is the process of mcover- tematic manner as part of the produc- 
of the information management team to de- irig reiationships in this data structure to tion operations of a data center envi- 
sign arid evaI~ate systems foriafomaticn reveal new infomation reievant to deci- ronment (see "Reaping the V&bW j . 
access that meet user needs." Many a h a @  sion-mzking. mat makes web fzming substantively 
Diffe~ent from the special librarian's fmc- 
tion is that it takes place withk a data ez- 
by Elelenor C. me, Fye is director ~ S O Q ~ M  u c o L e s  Centec ~fic., cm inszirmce reseu~di vironment witk the gad of developing a 
and consuitingJm in Austin, TX. she may be reached at. ckirnpc@bga.com For more in- production systex, csudiy within the con- 
formatZen an On the Net, or to cont-/ibute to the cdumn, pleme contact %arp  Ludner text of data warehol;si2g, to process web 
(sIadnea@midmi, edu). queries automaticaliy and systematidy. 
However, accordmg to Hackathorn (in an with IT personnel, adding quality to web Cited Rcfe@nces 
- - - 
article titled "Farxing the Web"), at the farming or other data operations, and pro- compefende3for specid L h n i a ~  C?f the 
2 l s t  Century @LA, May 1996). Available at f ~ s t  level, web farming simply requires a . m0dr.g integration of existing resources. . np:,,WWWWWW sla.3rgl professional,,Competen q.htd 
"highly skilled business analyst" who is When we become open to new alliances and - Hackathorn, ~ i c h ~ d  D. "Farming the web," 
able to evaluate and prioridze outside infor- roles within the organization, navigating the Byte, October 1 ,  1997. AvaLitable at http:ll 
mation sources according to their relevancy data storm of the information age becomes a www.b~te~c0mlaru97101sec4iart1.hm Hackathorn, Richard D. "Reaping the Web for 
to business. breeze. And if we run into troubl+we& yaw Data Wxehouse," D B ~ ,  A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  1998. A&- 
The second ievel requires a "serious we've always got our X-ray vision. able at hdp://w~.dbmsrrag.~0m/9808d14.hbnl 8 
management commitment of resources" as 
the process is established in a secure server 
environment. At :his level, filtering and up- 
dating can be aut~mated. 
The goal of tile third level is to '"ans- 
fom the content database into a full hnc- 
tion Intranet web site that serves as a cus- 
tom resource center for the entire company." 
This can include the development of publish 
and subscribe distribution mechanisms, as 
well as developizent of intelligent s o h a r e  
for "smari acquisition" of web content. 
The fourth level of the process involves 
the dual challenge of adding a "reliable time 
dimension" tc Cle information procured (in 
other words, scpplying metadata), and then 
linking its attributes to the attributes of the 
existing data warehouse. 
So prepare the pitch-the special librari- 
an is an .deal caadidate to initiate and de- 
vebp this pioje~t Every level of web farm- 
ing can benefit from our input. Here is a fo- 
rum to showcase our knowledge of infor- 
mation sources tc upper management. Here 
is an opportunity to ally with IT to prove 
cost justidcation fcr information services. 
Here is the scenarlo to maximize our under- 
standing of the big picture as well as of op- 
erational details. Here is a chance to inform 
others of the vdue of our current collec- 
tions and services, both web-based and tra- 
ditional. After d l ,  xany of the best resourc- 
es are right under your nose. 
It is clear that as businesses increasingly 
integrate electronic operations, IT becomes 
the ship's rudder. Special librarians will be- 
come aligned \vith information systems per- 
soncel, and m r j  even be systems person- 
nel. They will assume a leadership role as 
masters of metadata. In these relationships, 
professiocal and personal competencies can 
be maximized. Ic addition, cew data maR- 
agement skills m y  be developed. 
The management goals of special librari- 
ans should be creating wh-win solcrtions 
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Water: it's in the name, "Mhneapolis," a 
combination of a Greek term for "city" and 
"minne," 2 term from Eaicota, the 'ianpage 
of iocd Name Anerians, meaning 'kf the 
waters." With twenty-two lakes ixside the 
city limits, picaresque Minnehaha Creek 
and the not yet &$ty Mississippi River 
fiowing through it. it's only natxrai the city's 
founding fathers ackncwkdged the Ice-giv- 
ing liquid when choosing a name for their 
new city. Without the water of the Mississip- 
pi msczding over Saiz Aixhony Falls, Min- 
neapolis never wouid have come to be. 
Before there was Minneapolis, there was 
the village of Saint Anthony, a busding 
mid-nineteenth ceEtmy community t h z  
sprang up around flour mills, powered by 
the river's falling water. The m i s  drew in 
the farmers, the farmers drew in tize mer- 
chants, and the merchants drew ir: the k- 
anciers. A cencary and a half laterT ti2e wa- 
ter still falls, the mills still grind away zqd 
agriculture, retaii and finance still d.; ~ v e  one 
of the nation's most prosperous cities. 
Falling water, at Minnehaha Fails like- 
wise powered the imagination of Henry 
Wadswortll Lcngfellow, inspiring his 
"Song of Hiawatha." The epic poem, since 
its pubkcation in 1855, has in turn in- 
spired many to visit MinneapoTis including 
Antoni? Dvorak in 1893. While here, he 
composed the Violin Sonatina in G (the 
"Indian Maiden"), Opus 100, adding to the 
romance and Iore of Mkneapciis. 
Water has historidy shaped Cqe Ism! 
iandscape arid that of the "land of sky-tinted 
waters," Mjnnesota. It has dso shaped t2e 
Iives of those who live here. rp, the no&ves;- 
ern part of the state, water from meit'ig @a- 
ciers created Glacid Lake Agassiz. Draked by 
enowozs rivers over thcusands of years, the 
dry bed of the iake now provides some of the 
Eattest, riLi?est agria1tur;il iand 02 earrh. The 
area's mnu& s'gm beet harvest a d  the en- 
sukg savdcade of mtBs carrying beets cross 
s z e  to ships in Lake Sqerior has been de- 
scribed as tile largest movement of agIcuItlzr- 
a1 products ir, the world. 
in northeast and central Minnesota, ice 
and water-over billions of years-have 
eroded mountains as high as the Himakyas 
ailowing access to some of the world's rich- 
est iron ore and finest granite, Q~ariying 
and mining provide work for thousands of 
Minnesotans. 
The waters of Lake Superior provide 
Minnesota with one of &e world's largest 
acd h t i e s t  inland seapozs. The p c s  a: 
3duLMuperior {WI; , handling forty mmi- 
lior, metric tons of cargo each year, is a 
short 2,342 mile (3,763 km) crdise through 
Lie St. Lawrence Seaway and the Great 
Lakes from the Atlantic Qcean. The interna- 
tional crews of the ocean-goir:g freighceel-s 
docked in Duluth's beaatifu; ha fh r  lend a 
surprisingjy rosmopcIitan flavor to Minne- 
sota's fourth largest city. 
Tl;:roughout the state, tkx waters 3f over 
90,600 miles of rivers ac6 streams and 
more than 15,000 lakes provide unparal- 
leled. recreationd areas. in the c o r 5  is Voy- 
ageurs National Park, named for the 
French-Canadian expiorers who used the 
zea's lakes and streams as highways to the 
continent's interior. The park, dong with 
the Eounldary Waters Canoe Area 'vtiiider- 
ness, make up one of Cle nation's most re- 
mote and untranmeled hiking, canoeing, 
and camping destinations. 
Southeastern NEmesotc?, spared tke land- 
IeveIhg effects of the last severd &ciG ep- 
o&s, nnl&e most of the state, has been 
formed more by water &an ice. tiere, s m d  
streams, Eo7xhg tc meet the Mississippi, 
have carved out steeg bIu% and nmow vd- 
ieys. Xk streams, and the trout in them, 
have l o q  been fworites for fly-Eshag. Wow 
the valleys, izome mostly to s m d  fa~ : s :  are 
beccmhg one of the favorite weekend @a- 
ways for biyC5sts: aeathg a demand for 
s x d  restamanis and bed ad breallfasts. 
Water from the rain and snow that f&s 
on !vlinnescta! Sue to the Worth-South Coon- 
tinenG.1 Divide running throug?? B e  state, 
can take several rirutes to the sea. From t%e 
nodhwest, it Bows i ~ t o  the Red Rver of the 
Nozk, and eventuaIIy into Hudson Bay. 
From t i e  northeast, it ascades over dozens 
of s ~ & E E ~  wzterfaiis into iake Superior, 
a x i  then to "lize Atlantic Ocean. The remaic- 
der of the state sits at tFie head of the Mis- 
sissippi Rver Basin, its waters Eowi~g into 
the Gzlf of Mexico. One way of !ocking at 
this is, from Minnesota, eveqxhing eise is 
preriy much do:mhGI. 
No dcubt, al? this talk of water has left 
 yo^ thirsty for more information. Watch for 
more details o s  Minneapolis and. 52e Great 
State of Minnesota i s  5~0.m issues or, if 
you just can't wait, check out cnr web site 
at hXp://sla99.westgoup.com. gj 
Over the last melve months the profes- 
sion and the assxiation have seen several 
big media placements. 
In the April 1948 issue of Hemispheres, 
the in-flight magazine of United Airlines, a 
feature article was published in their "Execu- 
tive Secrets" section &led "Data Overload: 
Separating Gold from Garbage." To compile 
the research for &is article, reporter Jim Cope 
information on the desktop, the more the 
need exists for coqarate-mission-minded 
personnel to separate what's critical from 
what's cluner. Professional Iibxarians are con- 
sidered some of t:he best-trained knowledge 
processors around." He continues, "The role 
of Fortune 500 librarians ... has evolved from 
isolated administrcitor to informed adviser." 
In addition to these print successes, an 
interviewed several SLA members including opinionteditorial piece by Bender was pub- 
Helen Mannine with Texas Instruments, lished in several mzior U S .  city business 
- 
Marjorie Hlava of Access Innovations, Inc., journals. This particular article (published 
and SLA Executive Directo: David R Bender. in i%e Balhmore Business journal, 4 Sep- 
The ankle emphasizes the need for tember 1998; fie Dallm Business Journal, 
knowledgeable people behind information 24-30 July 1998: il3e Houston Business 
technology, and father, tile need for infor- Journal, 17-23 July 1998; and fie Wmh- 
mation ecd-users to be assured that data de- ington Business journal, 19-25 June 1998) 
rived from a search is indeed valid. Cope touts the benefits of information profes- 
writes, "Thanks to the Internet, there's a sionals in knowledge management roles. 
world of infororma~on just s few mouse clicks In the auturnr. 1998 issue of Informa- 
away. Sifting thro~gh this acd more conven- tion Europe, the magazine of the European 
tional resources, though, can be like pan- Bureau of Library, Information, and Docu- 
ning a mcuntzin of nibjle tc fkd a few nug- mentation Associations, an article by Bend- 
gets of gold. The Internet can be a valuable er was published tha: discussed the state of 
research tod, 5 u ~  it's strictiy surfer beware. the U.S. digital copyright debate. 
The Set ,s a? apen form-a vast library Reprints of t;?e Hemkpheres and Conti- 
where anyone ccan say anything is fact. The nental airline magazines may be ordered 
first rule of data: know thy sources." from the SLA web site at www.sla.org/pr/ 
Xeprints of tkis article were sent to all reprint; text versions of the business jour- 
SLA members as an insert in the 1998- nals and Information Europe articles will be 
1993 Who3 V d h ~  in S p e d  Libraries available for online viewing. 
Also ir, print in the friendly skies was the Lastly, as of this printing, the 1999 
aptly titled "Power Librarians-Today's Infor- Handbook of Business Strateplbs, published 
mation Pros Add Value," featured in the June another article by Bender: Ycur Information 
19% issue of Corztinental Airlines' in-flight Advantage: The Corporate Library. This arti- 
publicatioc, Continental. In the article, report- cle highlights the need and value of the car- 
er Adim KIeiner emphasized the need and porate library. With online information 
importam of the information professional. searches and electronic communication, do 
Members on his interview list included you still need a corporate library? You bet. 
Ellen Callahan of Putnam Investments, Bar- The Handbook of Business Strategies covers 
bara Spiegelman with Westin@ouse Eiectric real world business and corporate subjects 
Co., and Bender. With information overload and provides senior-level executives with 
hot on the r h d s  of productive businesses alI business management strategies, practices, 
over the worlC, &ine: explains, "The more and advice. 8 
For more infoomzdon on Public Relalions Outlook or to contribute to the column, pleme 
contact Director, Public Rehhons Jennfer Stowe ~mnfe@sla, org) . 
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For more information, visit our web 
site at www.sla.crglconf-zee'J 
events.ht.d or call SLA headqua- 
ters at 1-202-234-4700. 
Cawing the? Bridge 
$68 the 880% Century 
SLA Winter Education Conference 
Janmry 24-26,1999 
San Francisco, CA 
What teams are you on? How many? 
How much of your time do yon spend in 
team meeti~gs? Which ones are library relat- 
ed and which are not? It is likely thac read- 
ers will answer these questions far different- 
ly than they mi&t have five years ago. In- 
creasingly, we are required to get things 
done in teams, whether that is our preferred 
mode of operation or not. This article ex- 
plores why team are necessary to future or- 
ganization& success, what barriers there are 
to successfil inpiementation, what compe- 
tencies need to be acquired at a minimum tc 
overcome the constraints, and what the ulti- 
mate potential for teams might be. 
The corporate trends of downsizing and 
reengineering that began in thc 1980s have 
profoundly affected corporate libraries. 
Mong with the act of downsizing came the 
trend to outsource many positions and ser- 
vices traditiocaily performed by permanent 
employees. Company management felt that 
reducing the permanent head count and 
thus overhead costs through oatsourcing 
would be more cost-effective, efficient. and 
allow greater flexibility. However, that as- 
sumption did net dways prove true. Cur- 
rently, one trend seems to indicate that 
more and more iibrariam will work within 
specialized departments or company teams 
in order to help with research and informa- 
tion needs. Grezter integration into the 
company's oper~tions may heip manage- 
ment better perceve the valuable contribu- 
tion of these prokssionds to the company. 
The sixty-fourth IFLA General Conference 
convened in hsterdam, The Netherlands, 
August 16-21, 1998. The quality of the pre- 
sentations, the festivities of the social events, 
the variety of participants, the work done 
during bushess meetings, the vibrancy of the 
city, and the cooperation of the weather made 
this a conference a huge success. Attending 
the conference were 3,328 colleagues from 
120 countries, sit of whom enjoyed the inter- 
national gathering. Several SLA members 
were on hand to participate in the event. 
Concepts du travail en Bquip Cssaoreptos en grupo para aquiteetuxas 
a l m s  k cadre des a~bitectuferr oqanizativas megentes 
~rgani~atianrtefls~ $mergentes por Linda M. McFadden y Kay L, Hubbard 
par Linda M. McFadden et Kay L. Hubbard 
iEn quC gxpos esti usted? iEn cuancos? 
A queues equipes appaQnez-vous ? ambien y @into tiempo p a s  en reuciones de m p o ?  
en a-t-2 ? Comben de temps passez-vous en Cuales esdn relacionados con la biblioteca y 
reunions d'iquipe ? Lesquelles se rapportent a m  , cuziles no? Es probable que 10s lectores con- 
bibliothtques et lesquelles pas ? E est probable que testarh estas preguntas muy diferentemente de 
la rkponse des lecteurs a ces questions serak fort lo que lo hubieran hecho hace cinco afios. Mas y 
diffkrente de celie qu'as axaient pu donner 2 y a . mas se nos exige hacer las cosas er, grupo, bier, 
cinq am. Nous S o m m  de plus en plus obliges si ese es el mcdo preferido de uno o no. Xste 
d'accomplir notre &he en Cquipe, que ce soit ou . articulo explora porqui 10s grupos son necesarios 
non note modus operandi prefere. Cet article ex- . en el exito organizativo future, q u ~  jarreras hay 
plore les domaines suivarxs: pourquoi les equipes - para la hp1e32i6n ex:;iosa, q u ~  capacidades se 
sont nkcessaires au htur suc& de I'organication, - que adquirir coma minima para superar 
quelles sont les baniires au succes de la mise en limitaciones, lo que el potential esencial 
m m e ,  quelles competences n-inimales il convient : para los grupos padiera ser, 
d'acquerk pour surmonm Ies cmtraintes et quel 
est le potentiel ultime des Cquipes. Subcontrataci6~1 a temms, ~ u n l o a e s  
Dikalisalian, travail era iquipe el en grups, y BPigrHiat~es csperialez 
biblisathLques spielalfs&s : amerranas y aspaPfu~idades 
Me~satsrs et appar"rasnlt4x por Doris Small Helfer 
par Doris Small Helfer 
La tendencias empresariales de la reduccion 
Les tendances des soc i e~s  a degraisser les de personal y readministracion que empezaron 
effectifs et a se restruarer, qui se rnanifestent ' en 10s aiios 80 han afectado pr~fundar~ente las 
depuis les ann&s 80, affectent profond&ent les bibliotecas empresariaies. juntc con la accion de 
bibliotheques d'entreprise. La delocalisation d'un reducir el personal vi?o la tendencia de subcon- 
grand nombre de postes et de fonctions tradition- . tratar a terceros muchas de las posiciones y 10s 
neIIement remplies par le personnel permanent senicios realizados tradicionalmente por 10s em- 
s'est produite en mCme temps que Ie degraissage ' pleados permafientes. Los administradores de la 
des effectifs, La direction des entreprises estimait ccmpaiiia pensaron que la reduccion en el re- 
qu'iI serait plus rectable et plus efficient de rk- cuento de 10s empleadcs permanentes y por con.. 
duire les effectifs permanents le biais de la siguiente, 10s gastos generales aeavks de sub- 
d6ocaIisation, ce qui aXgerait Ies frais generaux con~atacion a terceros, seria mas coste-eficaz, 
et permefiraif une plus grande Bexibilite. Toute- eficiente, p e r ~ t i r i a  una flexibfiidad mayor. sin 
fois, cetk supposition ne s'est pas toujours . esa suposi&jn no demostr6 ser verdad 
averee juste. A I'heure actuelle, une tendance siempre. A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  una [endencia parece in- 
semble indiquer que cie plus en plus de bibiio- - dicar que mks ds bibliotecarios trabqakn thecaires travailleront au sein des services spC- : dentro de depaQmentos especcizados 
wpos ciaiises ou des equipes des entreprises dam ie 
but d'aider a la recherche et aux besoins de compania par2 ayudar con investigacion e in- Une plus grande integration dans . forrnacion. Una integration mayor en las opera- 
les op&ra~ons de la societe pourra la direc- - ciones de Ia coapaiiia podria ayudar a adminis- 
tioll a mieux perevoir lZ pre-jeuse contribution . tracion a perciblr mejor la contducion valiosa de 
qu'apportenr ces professionnels h Ventreprise. eStOS profesionales hacia la compafiia. 
Le soixante-quatriime congres general de 
L'IFLA (FCdCration internationale de 1'Association 
des bibhotheques et Lrstitutions) s'est rkuni 
Amsterdam (Hollande) du i6 au 21 aoirt 1998. La 
qualit2 des prksentations, les receptions festives, 
!a diversite des participants, le travail accompli 
durant les reunions d'affaires, I'exuberance de la 
ville et la coopkration de la met60 ont fait de ce 
congres un succis phenominal. 3,328 colligues 
de 120 pays ont assist6 au congres, et cette 
reunion internationale a plu a tous. Plusieurs 
membres de la SLA sont Venus pour participer a 
cet evenemen;. 
La Confereccia Generai sesenta y cuatro de 
IFLA se convoco en Amsterdam, Paises Bajos. dei 
16 a1 21 de agcsto, 1998. La calidati de las pre- 
sentaciones, las festividades sociales, la variedad 
de participantes, ei trabajo hecho durante las re- 
uniones, vitalidad de la ciudad, y la cooperacion 
del clima, ccnvirtiexon esta conferencia.en un 
enorme kxito. Todos 10s 3,323 coiegas de 120 
paises que asistieron a la conferencia disfr*utaron 
de la reunion internacional. Varios miembros de 
la SLA essba? a mano para participar en el 
acontecimiento. 
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from Harrisburg, is the site of 
the Penn Sate College of Medi- 
cine and is south central 
Pennsylvania?~ premier health 
care facility. The Penn State 
Ceisinger Health System offers 
the largest rural health plan in 
the country, spanning 40 coun- 
ties in northern and central 
Pennsylvania. Penn State?s 
tight integration of college and 
health system programs, in- 
cluding library services, is 
unique among academic health 
systems and serves as a modd 
for other acadeniic enterprises. 
As the only academic health 
center library in south central 
Pennsylvania, the Harreil Li- 
brary serves Penn State?s bio- 
medical user community and 
the larger regional community, 
The newly renovated Harrell Li- 
brary spans more than 40,000 
square feet, houses a print col- 
lection of more thaE 1,500 cix- 
rent journal titles and 26,030 
monographs, and offers a 
growing array of electronic re- 
sources, including a new com- 
puter and audiovisual Iaborato- 
ry. Respoasibilities: The refer- 
enceleducation se-vices librari- 
changing environment. Pre- 
ferred: commitment to the pub- 
lic services and the W con- 
cept; familiarity with digital 
technologies and their roles h 
the library. Subject background 
in the health or llfe sciences. 
Salary: Commensurate with ex- 
perience. Penn State offers a 
generous benefits package and 
is committed to affirmative ac- 
tion, equal opportunity and the 
diversity of its workforce. Nomi- 
nations and applications from 
womec and minority candidates 
are encouraged. Te-ms of ap- 
pointment to be negotiated with 
candidate. W candidates should 
send a cover letter and c m i m  
ium vitae with 4 references to 
the Adrainistrative Director, c/o 
W e n  Seador, Milton S. Hershey 
Medical Center, George T. Harrel 
Librm, P.O. Box 850, Mail Ser- 
vices HW', Hershey, PA 17033. 
LFEDEDUS.BGil 
PENNSYLVANA. ASSOCI- 
ATE DIRECTOR, Penn State 
College of Mediche invites ap- 
plicatiox for the newly-created 
positior, of Associate I)irecDr 
health center libmy iz south 
central Pemsylvania, Cle Harre'il 
Library serves  pen^: State?s bio- 
rr,eiitid user conmunity and the 
larger regional comunity. The 
newly renovated Harreli Library 
spans more tha 46,OC.O s q m e  
feet, houses a p,&t coEection of 
nore than 1,500 current ;our-& 
titles and %,OW monographs, 
and offers a growkg may of 
demonic resources, including a 
new computer and audiovisual 
iaborato~y. The Hmeli Libraws 
annual operating budget is ap- 
proximately $2 million. The as- 
sociate director of H a r d  Library 
is responsible for the da'ly cper- 
atioc and implementation of pro- 
gams and services to the local 
and regional communities of the 
College of Medicine and He&n 
System. The successE~ candi- 
date w3 participate in the newly 
initiated LWviS program which 
Yoas - mifies 5 organizational a,, 
both indepdendy and collabo- 
rativdy in a mmpkx, changing 
env%omient. Preferred: commit- 
ment to the public services and 
G?e lAIiMS concept; ?miliarit;, 
W n  digitaI technologies arrd 
t??eir roles in the iibrary. Saiary: 
Cmmensurate with experience. 
Penn State offers a generous 
benefits package and is corn&- 
ted to *ative 2ctioc, eq-ual 
oppomnity =d the diversity of 
its workforce. N o ~ ~ a t i o n s  and 
applications from wcmn zr:d 
mb~ority cmdidates are encour- 
aged. T c n ~ ~ s  of qpckt;?-;.e~t s
be negotiated wiGl cadidate. ,a 
candidates sho~dd send a ewer 
letter and currim'ium vitae Wit5 
4 references to tke AdrninisZz- 
tive Director, c/o &:en Seador2 
?&Iton S. Hershey Medid Gec- 
ter, Seorge T. Ezrell Library* 
PS3. Box 850, Md Sewices 
PI127, Bershey, PA 17S33, 
LASOCXFLBGR 
48 Information Butlook * Beeemher 1938 
Institute for Scientjfic information" 
United Statcs Europe Japan Singapore 
www.isinet.com 
Like ail our information, 
we like to get straight to 
econo 
You'd love t o  roil out  more information t o  your end users- 
but what  wiil it coi t l  Less than you might think. Many of our 
customers have already d:scovered the  value in swirchng t o  a 
fiat-fee price packace. They have found that  they can increase 
their infcrrnation usage without exceeding their predeter- 
mined budgets. 
As an informaticn manager, pricing predictability is criticai t o  
you. With a fiat-fee plan, you can eliminate t h e  gliesswork 
The Diaiog Corporatic:! will partner with you t o  develop a 
pian t o  suit t he  specific needs of ycur organization. 
You'il save yosr company money while y c s  t ap  into the  
worid'i most comprehensive content cofiecticn. And zo maxi- 
mize your savincs, consolidare ycsr  multiple vendor p i a ~ s  Isto 
one  economicai contracr with Diaiog. 
Cali us today for heip in determi6ng t h e  opr:mal flat-fee plan 
fo: your organization. 
We're coniideni ycu'll find us t o  be t h e  best deai, bar ?one! 
United Stater 
7 -800-3-DIALOG/?-650-254-8800 
Diaiog OnDiscm: 1-800-326-9103 
0:398, The Diaiog Corp0ra:ion. All righis reservsd. D'alog and Toe Dialog C3rporar;on iogo are 
tracemarks of The Diaiog Corpcratio:: an;: its sl;bsidiaries. 
